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ABSTRACT 
This thesis details the development of an expen system for the diagnosis 
of diseases in fibre and dairy goats. 
Divided into five sections, five appendices, and a bibliography, this thesis 
centres on the methods used to build the expen system; the decisions 
taken at the outset of, and during the course of, developmen~ some of the 
problems encountered, and the solutions to those problems. A detailed 
appraisal is made of the development process and suggestions are made for 
future developments over similar domains (for example, the diagnosis of 
diseases in animals other than goats). 
Much emphasis is placed on three topics in panicular: the selection of the 
expen system tool(s) to be used (and the rejection of numerous others); 
the methodology employed for this selection process; and the methodology 
used for the process of development. 
Other topics which are routinely found in texts on expen systems (for 
example, knowledge elicitation techniques, explanatory facilities, expen 
system evaluation etc) are dealt with only briefly. However, for the reader 
interested in funher information on these topics, references are made in the 
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text to appropriate sources. 
An elementary knowledge of expen system technology is assumed; for the 
novice, a brief glossary of some of the terms used throughout this thesis is 
provided in the appendices. 
I would like to acknowledge the contributions of the domain expert, Dr 
Sandra Baxendell BVSc(Hons) PhD MACVSc, for her vital input to the 
current work, and of my supervisor at W.A.C.A.E., Dr Jim Millar 
BSc(Hons) PhD MACS. 
I certify that this thesis does not incorporate, withoat acknowledgement. any matenal 
previously submiued for a degree or diploma in any institution of higher education and that, 
to the best of my knowledge and belief, it does not contain any material previously published 
or written by another person except where due reference is made in the text 
Tim S Roberts January 1990 
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l Introduction 
Expert systems are computer programs that mimic the behaviour of human 
experts in some specified domain of knowledge (Liebowitz, 1988). As a 
body of knowledge, expert systems is a branch of artificial intelligence, 
which is itself a part of the much wider field known as computer science. 
Expert systems research is still very much in its infancy; the situation is 
not unlike that concerned with conventional software development in the 
'sixties. Successful systems are still relatively few in number, and tend to 
be based on very small and specialised domains. 
The expert system normally considered the fore-runner of all others is 
DENDRAL (Feigenbaum, 1971), a program for interpreting mass-
spectrogram results. But the most well-known, and certainly most 
influential, expert system remains MYCIN (Shortliffe, I 976), a system 
developed in the mid-seventies to aid in the diagnosis of infections of the 
blood. Although there have been a number of extensions, revisions and 
abstractions of MYCIN since 1976, the system is still primarily used for 
the training of human diagnosticians, rather than for actual diagnosis 
(Jackson, 1986). 
Research is currently being undertaken on a wide-front. Amongst the areas 
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of expert systems development receiving most attention are the processes 
of knowledge elicitation and acquisition; machine learning; reasoning 
under uncertainty; and the processes of explanation and justification. 
Readers interested in any of these four topics are referred to (Boose, 1988), 
(Lenat, 1988), (Lemmer & Kana!, 1988), and (Jackson, 1986) respectively 
for descriptions of the state-of-the-art. 
In addition, enhanced versions of artificial intelligence languages, such as 
Lisp and Prolog, continue to be developed and marketed to an increasingly 
enthusiastic audience of AI researchers; and new and more sophisticated 
expert system shells are appearing that claim to make the development of 
expert systems a more efficient and less time-consuming process (for 
example, advertisement for PC-Easy and PC-Plus in AI Expert, January 
1987, p58). 
This thesis concerns the building of an expert system that is intended to 
exhibit expertise over a fairly broad domain - that is, the diagnosis of 
diseases in goats (a detailed discussion of the objectives is provided in 
section 2). No such expert system is currently available in Australia, and 
research has failed to discover any similar product elsewhere in the world. 
The goat is a member of the family Bovidae (Artiodactyla Ungulates) -
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cloven-hooved mammals which include cattle and sheep. Products from 
goats include flesh and milk, skins, hair, and wool. 
The goat population is spread across all the continents of the world, with 
the exception of AntarCtica. The greatest concentrations are to be found in 
the Mediterranean area, parts of India, China, the West Indies, and West 
Africa (Jeffery, 1970). 
In Australia, goats are on the fringe of commercial activities. Indeed, the 
Australian Year Book does not mention them at all, either in terms of their 
exisrence as livestock or in terms of their contribution to the economy 
(Australian Bureau of Statistics, 1988). Nevertheless, there are in excess 
of half a million domesticated animals in Australia, primarily kept for milk, 
cashmere, or mohair. Production of milk is in excess of one million litres 
per ~nnurn, and fleece production is currently close to 600,000 kilograms 
per annum (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 1989). Detailed figures of 
goats and goat products, broken down by state and type, are given in 
Appendix 3. 
The author of the development discussed in this thesis is a computer 
scientist. with only minimal knowledge of the diseases of goats (gleaned 
from a 14-week course undertaken at Bentley TAFE in early 1988, on Goat 
Husbandry). Successful development would therefore depend, as is usually 
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the case with such developments, on successful cooperation between the 
author and one or more domain experts. 
This thesis details the objectives of the development, the problems that 
were encountered, and the results that were obtained. However, by far the 
greater part of the work is devoted to a discussion of the methods and 
methodologies used. Finally a detailed appraisal is given, together with 
suggestions for developers of expen systems over similar domains. 
Appendices and a comprehensive bibliography are provided at the end. 
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2 Objectives 
The ultimate objective of the work (of which the research leading to this 
submission forms a major part) can be stated as follows:-
l. The successful development of an expert system which 
is usable, useful, and affordable to veterinarians 
throughout Australia in the part of their work that 
involves the diagnosis of diseases in fibre and dairy goats. 
The secondary objective of this work, which this submission aims to fulfil, 
is:-
2. The development of strategies and techniques which 
will enable expert systems based on similar domains (for 
example, diseases of animals other than goats) to be 
developed more efficiently than would otherwise be the 
case. 
These objectives will be dealt with in tum. 
The first objective differs from that originally proposed in only two 
respects: 'Australia' has replaced 'Western Australia', and 'fibre and dairy 
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goats' has replaced 'dairy goats'. The reasons for these two changes are 
outlined in section 3.1.1. 
There are many implications arising from objective I. 
To be usable, 
• 
• 
• 
the system should run on hardware that is commonly available to 
veterinarians; 
a minimal amount of computer knowledge should be expected on 
the part of the user; 
the language and terms used by the system should be those that are 
generally understood by veterinarians; and 
• consultation times should not be excessive. 
To be useful, 
• 
• 
• 
the final diagnoses should be reliable; 
the system should demonstrate a level of expertise at least equal to 
that of the veterinarian; and 
the expert system should compare favourably with other 
available aids, such as text bool<.s. 
6 
To be affordable, 
• run-time copies of the system should be able to be made and 
distributed easily and cheaply. 
All of these factors have ramifications which are discussed in the relevant 
sections. 
The second objective pinpoints the fact that the research into this 
development has an importance outside of the development itself; that is, 
it is reasonable to expect tllat lessons leamed from this work should make 
future developments over similar domains less difficult and less time-
consuming - and therefore, from a commercial point of view, more cost-
efficient. 
Although section 5.2 is specifically devoted to addressing the lessons that 
other developers can learn from this work, it is felt that maximium benefit 
would be gained from a reading of the whole thesis, in order that the 
reasons for the decisions taken in the current development may be fully 
appreciated. 
\ 
\ 
' 
' 
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3 Methods 
This section details the methods and methodologies that were used for the 
development of the expen system. 
Panicular attention is focussed on the decisions made at the outset of the 
project, such as the delineation of the domain boundaries, the selection of 
the domain expen(s), and the criteria used for selection of the tool(s) to be 
used in constructing the system. 
Funher sub-sections discuss knowledge acquisition, knowledge 
representation, inferencing, prototyping, testing and validation, and 
documentation, as they relate to the current development. 
As with any development of this nature, changes to, and refinements of, the 
methods used were an inevitable result of particular difficulties encountered 
along the way. As one of the objectives of this research was precisely to 
pinpoint these difficulties and outline solutions, these are described in a 
later section. 
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3,1 Initial Choim 
If development of the expert system was to prove successful, much would 
depend on choices to be made at the outset of the project. These included 
the selection of: 
I. The domain boundaries. 
2. The domain expen(s). 
3. The development methodology. 
4. The tool(s) to be used. 
The choice of the domain expen(s) and of the development methodology 
to be used occWTed at the very earliest stages of the project. The domain 
boundaries were refined throughout the first few months. 
The choice of the tool(s) to be used seemed likely to be one of the most 
significant decisions in the project. as it would have a bearing on most 
other planning decisions, and would affect in a major way all aspects of 
development. It is therefore dealt with at length in section 3.2, and forms 
an important component of this thesis. 
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3.1.1 Selection of the domain boundaries 
Given the general objective of developing an expen system for diagnosing 
diseases in goats, a number of questions relating to the boundaries of the 
domain soon became apparent. These were:· 
I. Which categories of goats should be considered ? 
2. What assumptions (if any) should be made about the 
geographical location ? 
3. Which diseases should the system consider? 
4. To which class of users should the system be targeted ? 
Each of these will be discussed in turn. 
Which categories ~r goats should be considered ? 
Goats are commonly classified into one or other of three categories • dairy 
(or milk) goats, fibre (or hair) goats, and feral (or wild) goats. Each 
category is funher divided into breeds (for example, breeds of dairy goat 
include Saanens, Toggenburgs, British Alpines, and Anglo-Nubians). 
Individual animals may be cross-breeds not only within categories but also 
between categories. 
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Initially, it was intended to develop a system specifically for dairy goats; 
however, very early in the de-velopment it was realised that this was 
unnecessarily restrictive, and it was decided to build a system which would 
encompass all categories. (However, since the system is to be used 
primarily for husbandry, it is anticipated that the major use of the system 
will be to cater for dairy and fibre, rather than feral, goats.) 
What assumpti9ns (if any) should be made about the geographical 
location ? 
Any expert system is inherently dependent on the integrity of the 
knowledge provided by the domain expert; and thus, if the expert's 
knowledge is parochial to any degree, this may be expected to be reflected 
in the expert system itself. 
This im;>lies that limits (in this cue geographical) should be placed on the 
use of the expert system to (msure that it does not fall into disrepute (that 
such limits exist is not urueasonable- a general practitioner in metropolitan 
Penh would not be expected to be equally at home in rural India, for 
example). 
It was therefore decided, following selection of the domain expert, that the 
system should be restricted to Australia and New Zealand. 
II 
It should be stressed here that tltese restrictions are of major importance. 
iu that they are not easily changed. For an enhancement to be made at a 
later date to cater for, say, the United States, would require not only many 
additions, but also a major rewriting of the existing system. Diseases 
already catered for may be more or less prevalent in a different are:, and 
may show different symptoms or require different treatments. Tests may 
be carried out in different ways, and results recorded using different 
measurements. 
There ~reno recognised techniques for changing an existing expert system 
on such a broad scale. It should therefore be appreciated that the objective 
of the current work i; limited to some extent by the geographical region 
under consideration. 
Which diseases should I he SJSiem consider ? 
It wu.; decided at a very early stage that the !oop.tcm should cover as broad 
a range of diseases as possible. in order that the system could be of 
tnaximum benefit as an aid to diagnosis. At best, this meant that in excess 
of 200 distinguishable diseases should be included in lhe system. This 
number would be sufficient to include all diseases recorded in Australasia, 
as well as some that would normally be considered exotic. 
'· 
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To which class of users should the SJStem be targetted ? 
This question was particularly relevant when deciding upon the type of 
English to be used when asking questions, and the quantity and quality of 
help to be provided to the user. 
It was decided very early in development that one of the objectives of the 
system was, in pan, to be useful as an advisory system to qualified 
veterinarians. It was therefore felt that sophisticated terms (such as 
Opithotonous, Nystagmus, etc) not only could be used, but indeed should 
be used, in order to positively discot•rage use of the system by others. 
However, to aid dcvelopmelll, evaluation, etc., it was decided to incorporate 
into the system a number of help facilities, wmc of which specifically 
explain the terminology u'ed. The>e may be easily removed in any future 
production ver."iion. 
3.1.2 Selection of domain cwcrt(s) 
For any development of an expert system to be successful, (Keller, 1987, 
pl3) states that "there must be at leas: one person who is provably better 
at the task than non-experts, and who is willing and able to be active on 
the project long enough to develop the knowledge base to maturity." 
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The first question to be answered on the selection of the domain expen(s) 
for the diagnosis of diseases in goats was not who, but how many. 
The second question was how to ensure the expen(s) true expertise in the 
field. 
The lhird question was how to ensure the expen(s) cooperation and 
availability. 
These questions will be dealt with in tum. 
In a situation where knowledge acquisition is likely to be a major 
bottleneck, as is the case with most expen systems development, the 
advantages of having more than one expen include the following:-
• 
• 
• 
the temporary unavailability or absence of a single expen should be 
less crucial to the successful completion of the project 
the ex pens themselves may feel more willing to cooperate in a joint 
venture rather than one in which their's is the sole responsibility 
the knowledge acquired may be more 'reliable' because of the 
synthesis of different opinions 
Many anicles have been written about the process of knowledge acquisition 
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wilh multiple expens, for example (Shaw, 1988). 
However, !here are many dangers irlherent in using more than one source 
of expenise. (Keller, 1987, p30) recommends starting wilh as few ex pens 
as possible " ... olherwise lhe •unount of uncenainty about lhe decision 
process may become overwhelming". 
(Shaw, 1988) makes lhe valid points lhat expens may not agree on !heir 
terminology in talking about a topic, and may not even agree amongst 
lhemselves about ihe topic itself. For lhe current projec~ any such 
disagreement could place the development as a whole in jeopardy. 
(Bowerman, 1988, p262) says that the use of too many expens tends to 
create a knowledge base that is broad and shallow, and also that 
"employing a single expen tends to remove expertise conflicts in the early 
stages of development ... starting with one expen at least gives a coherent 
0 .. 
v1ew ... . 
One other fact that had to be considered was the scarcity of available 
expens in the area. For this and the reasons mentioned above, it was 
decided to proceed with a single domain expen. 
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The second question proved the easiest to resolve. Dr Sandra Ann 
Baxendell BVSc(Hons) PhD MACVSc had recently moved to Western 
Australia, to run goats on a farm outside Gidgegannup. She bad graduated 
from the University of Queensland in 1975 with a final year essay 
concerning pregnancy toxaemia in goats, bad been awarded a university 
medal in 1976, and had obtained a PhD in 1986. 
She established the Marawab Goat Stud back in 1971, and has carried out 
much goat research for the Queensland Department of Primary Industries, 
which she joined in 1980. 
She has written extensively about many areas of goat husbandry. In 1988, 
she wrote "The Diagnosis of the Diseases of Goats" for the Vade Mecum 
Series for Domestic Animals (Baxendell, 1988), which enjoys a very high 
reputation amongst veterinarians throughout Australia. 
The close proximity of such a prominent expert in the field, together with 
her distinguished research record and practical experience, made Dr 
Baxendell an outstanding choice for domain expert. 
The third and final question to be resolved was the proposed expert's 
cooperation and availability. 
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(Bowennan, 1988, p262) states that key considerations are " ... the 
willingness and availability of the expen to work on the project, the clarity 
of the ex pen in verbalizing problem-solving techniques, and the personality 
matches between the expen and the knowledge engineer". 
Initial contact with Dr Baxendell was made in December 1988; without 
reservation, she expressed interest in becoming involved with the project, 
and later confinned her willingness and availability to cooperate with the 
development. 
A subsequent face-to-face meeting at a fann in Gidgegannup was 
successful both on a personal and professional basis, and a good rappon 
was established. 
Thereafter it was decided that development would proceed with Dr Sandra 
Baxendell as the domain expen. 
3.1,3 Sel.,clion of development methodologi 
The development approach that was decided upon was not iMovative. It 
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was summarised effectively by (Bielawski & Lewand, 1988) as comprising 
four stages:-
I. Problem and resource identification. 
2. Development tool selection. 
3. Prototyping and system building. 
4. Testing, validation, and maintenance. 
Prototyping has long been established as the preferred methodology for 
developing expen systems, and is now rapidly gaining supponers as the 
preferred method for conventional software development as well - for 
arguments in favour of this see, for example, (Gilb, 1988). 
The traditional life-cycle model, with its emphasis on the pre-
implementation stages of analysis and design, is inappropriate for a system 
based on heuristics and rules, and where a lengthy period of cooperation 
with a domain expen is necessary. The rationale for conventional life-
cycle design is to improve the correcmess of programs; however, most 
software failures result from faulty specification rather than faulty coding, 
and " ... prototypes help to make the full implications of the specification 
and design explicit as early as possible" (Black, !986, p67). 
The prototyping approach is discussed in more detail in section 3.6. 
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For such an approach to be successful, it must be possible to modify the 
existing system quickly and efficiently. While advocating the prototyping 
approach, (Black, 1986, p67) goes so far as to say ''it is feasible to take •..• 
(the prototyping) approach only if appropriate high-level tools exist". The 
next section deals with this point. 
' 
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;u Seleclion of lool(s) 
One of the first decisions to be made, and certainly one of the most 
important, was whether to build the expert system from scratch, or whether 
to make '''" of one or more of the many expert system development tools 
now available. 
Most commercially available tools minimally consist of some sort of 
inferencing mechanism, together with an l/0 interface (of varying 
sophistication) intended to shield the ultimate user from the internals of the 
system. Such tools are commonly called shells. Many of these shells 
contain other features in addition, such as explanatory facilities, or 
automated knowledge acquisition modules. 
Conventional software development, high-level languages such as COBOL 
or PL/1 are often used in preference to machine-code, not because they 
offer additional features (they do not), but because they make development 
and maintenance \'ery much more efticient and economica1 (at the expense 
of a certain degree of flexibility). 
The same is true of the use of shells in the development of e. pert systems: 
such shells are primarily used to reduce the amount of time needed for 
effective development. Given infinite time and resources, every system 
,. 
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would benefit from being written from scratch, using either a conventional 
language such as the two mentioned above, or an artificial intelligence 
language such as Lisp or Prolog. In the extreme case, of course, there is 
no reason why machine code could not again be used. 
However, practical considerations must prevail in all but purely 
hypothetical situations, if any worthwhile end-product is desired. As one 
of the objectives of the current work was indeed to make progress towards 
such an end-product, it was decided that an expert system shell should be 
used, provided only that a suitable shell could be found. 
The selection of an appropriate shell fanned a major pan of the 
development process. Sections 3.2.2 through 3.2.5 detail how this selection 
was made. 
3.2.1 Conventional and AI languages 
The decision to use an expert system shell (provided only that a suitable 
one could be found) meant that any discussion as to the merits of 
conventional versus AI languages became irrelevant. Such discussion is 
therefore beyond the scope of this thesis. 
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There are many books available for the reader interested in learning Lisp 
or Prolog, and these are not detailed here or in the bibliography. However, 
those who are interested in a comparison between these two languages, or 
between them and more conventional languages, may like to have their 
attention drawn to the following sources:-
(Liebowitz, 1988) for a very brief treaunent of the history and major 
features of Lisp and Prolog. 
(Arnold, I q', ; for a good overview of Lisp. 
(Keller, 1988) for a good treaunent of the use of conventional and AI 
languages in building an expen system, focussing on the facilities provided 
by Prolog. 
(Charniak, 1985) for an excellent description of the facilities needed in 
different branches of AI, with a fairly in-depth treaunent of Lisp. 
Starting from the above sources, the interested reader should have no 
difficulty in finding other material on this topic. 
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3.2.2 Expert system shells 
Thirty-nine shells were considered for use in the expen system 
development. As is usually the case in any such project, it was not 
possible 10 review each of these products first-hand. Instead, extensive use 
was made of reviews in the available literature. 
The shells considered were the following:-
1. Advisor ((Bowerman, 1988)) 
2. AGE ((Hayes-Roth, 1983)) 
3. Aion ((Bowerman, 1988)) 
4. ART ((Bowerman, 1988), (Gilmore, 1985), (Harmon, 1988)) 
5. Duck ((Gilmore, 1985)) 
6. EMYCIN ((Hayes-Roth, 1983)) 
7. Envisage ((Bowerman, 1988)) 
8. ESE ((Bowerman, 1988), (Harmon, 1988)) 
9. ESP Advisor ((Bowerman, 1988)) 
10. ESP Frame-Engine ((Bowerman, 1988)) 
II. EXPERT ((Hayes-Roth, 1983)) 
12 Expen-fase ((Bowerman, 1988), (Harmon, 1988)) 
13. Expen-Edge ((Bowerman, 1988)) 
14. EXSYS ((Bowerman, 1988), (Harmon, 1988)) 
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15. ExTran 7 ((Hannon, 1988)) 
16. 1st-Class ((Bielawski, 1988), (Hannon, 1988)) 
17. Goldworks ((Bowerman, 1988)) 
18. GURU ((BOwerman, 1988), (Hannon, 1988)) 
19. IKE ((Bowerman, 1988)) 
20. Insight 2 ((Bowerman, 1988), (Hannon, 1988)) 
21. KAS ((Hayes-Roth, 1983)) 
22. KEE ((Bowerman, 1988), (Gilmore, 1985), (Hannon, 1988)) 
23. KES ((Bowerman, 1988), (Gilmore, 1985), (Harmon, 1988)) 
24. Knowledge Craft ((Bowerman, I 988), (Gilmore, 1985)) 
25. KWB ((Bowetman, 1988)) 
26. M1 ((Bowerman, 1988), (Gilmore, 1985), (Hannon, 1988)) 
27. MicroExpert ((Cox, 1984)) 
28. Nexpen ((Hannon, 1988)) 
29. PC-Easy ((Bielawski, I988), (Bowerman, 1988)) 
30. PC-Plus ((Bowerman, 1988), (Hannon, 1988)) 
31. Picon ((Bowerman, I988)) 
32. ROSIE ((Hayes-Roth, 1983)) 
33. Rulemaster ((Bowerman, 1988), (Gilmore, 1985)) 
34. SI ((Bowerman, 1988), (Gilmore, 1985)) 
35. SAGE ((Bowerman, 1988), (Keen, 1984)) 
36. Super Expert ((Bielawski, 1988), (Hannon. 1988)) 
37. TIMM ((Bowerman, I988), (Hannon, 1988)) 
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38. TIMM-PC ((Bowerman, 1988)) 
39. VP Expen ((Bielawski, 1988), (Harmon, 1988)) 
Several of these tools have changed their names over time, or are known 
by pseudonyms. Expen-Ease was previously known as Expen One; 
Goldworks was known as Acorn; ESE as ESCE/ESDE; EXSYS as XSys. 
EXPERT refers to the system developed at Rutgers University in New 
Jersey, and should not be confused with a multitude of other, lesser tools 
of the same name. 
KWB is also known by its full name, Knowledge Work Bench; the 'PC' 
in both PC-Easy and PC-Pius stands for Personal Consultant; and KAS 
stands for Knowledge Acquisition System. 
This list of tools should not be considered to be comprehensive. In 
particular, it includes only those tools which could be described as shells; 
that is, tools which have some form of inferencing mechanism and 
explanatory interface built in. It specifically does not include the numerous 
languages that are now available, such as the many dialects of Lisp and 
Prolog. However, a couple of tools (AGE and ROSIE) that seem to be on 
the border between languages and shells have been included. 
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Many of these shells exhibit common features or backgrounds; for 
example, EXSYS, 1st-Class, PC-Plus, and Sl are all based on EMYCIN. 
Several of the shells on the list are currently in the process of enhancement. 
Also, new expen system shells are appearing all the time, and older ones 
are becoming unavailable. The reader is cautioned, therefore, that this li>t, 
while currently up-to-date, could quickly become misleading unless used 
in conjunction with current literature. 
3.2.3 Selection methodology 
Some authors, for example (Gilmore, 1985) and (Hayes-Roth, 1983), have 
conducted reviews of available expen system tools, apparently without any 
attempt to develop a methodology for review or evaluation in a practical 
sense (or, at least, if such methodology has been developed, it is not made 
explicit). 
Other authors define in varying amounts of detail their preferred method 
for evaluating tools. 
(Harmon, 1988) suggests the following features and characteristics should 
be considered: 
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• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Knowledge representation, inference, and control 
Developer interface 
User interface 
System interface 
Training and support 
Cost 
A similar list is given by (Bielawski, 1988): 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Fit of the tool to the system 
Effectiveness of the developer interface 
Effectiveness and friendliness of the user interface 
Integration capability with existing software 
Run-time licensing for delivered systems 
It can be seen that, despite the differences in terminology, there is a close 
correspondence between the above lists. (Waterman, 1985) takes a slightly 
different approach: 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Development constraints 
Support facilities 
Reliability 
Maintainability 
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• 
• 
i'roblem features 
Application features 
A more comprehensive description of strategies for selecting an appropriate 
expen system tool is that given by (Bowennan, 1988). In an extensive 
chapter, the following twelve criteria are used: 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Knowledge representation structures and inference 
mechanisms 
Fact uncenainty and unreliability of rules 
Logic and mathematics 
Effects of rule-sequencing and use of mera-rules 
User interfaces for knowledge-based display 
Graphic, darabase, and programming interfaces 
"HOW" and "WHY" explanations and "HELP" facilities 
Knowledge acquisition, maintenance, and learning 
Machine requirements, RAM, disks, MIPS, ALU, and 
peripherals 
Rule capacity, volatility, and response time 
Pricing and availability 
Vendor stability and growth 
This. list is not too different in substance from the lists given earlier (but 
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is clearly more detailed). 
It should be noted that the objective of the current work was not to review 
all of the tools mentioned in section 3.2.2, but to select the one most suited 
to the task in hand - as is usually the case with any expen system 
development. That is, the process is fundamentally not one of review, but 
of selection. 
It was decided that the following criteria wouid provide a sound basis for 
selection. The list is largely based on those given above (though a certain 
reordering has taken place), while adding at the top of the list one aspect 
which should not be taken for granted:-
• Tool availability 
• Machine requirements 
• Rule capacity 
• Cost 
• Form of knowledge representation 
• Inferencing mechanisms 
• User interface 
• Explanatory facilities 
• Developer interface 
• Ease of maintenance 
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• Vendor suppon facilities 
The first three criteria are placed at the top of the list because any one of 
these may rule a tool out of consideration. The third, rule capacity, should 
not be taken as an assumption of the use of a rule-based system, but rather 
that cenain size requirements will inevitably constrain the choice of tool. 
Cost is the founh criterion. Tools passing the first three criteria may still 
have to be rejected because of the cost of the run-time license. The cost 
of the development package, while still relevant, is less crucial, as it is 
likely to have less impact on the ultimate price to the user. 
The remaining seven criteria should be regarded as a totality, rather than 
as separate requirements. A system with an excellent user interface may 
be preferred to one with an excellent developer interface, or vice versa, 
depending on the merits of each and the panicular situation. Nevenheless, 
an attempt has been made to list the criteria in a rough 'order of 
imponance'. 
The actual selection process - that is, the application of the above criteria 
to the tools mentioned in section 3.2.2, with regard to the development of 
an expen system for the diagnosis of diseases in goats - is detailed in the 
following sections. 
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3.2.4 The selection process 
The objective of the selection process was to select the single most 
appropriate tool for the development of an expen system for the diagnosis 
of diseases in fibre and dairy goats. Only if no single tool proved suitable 
would other options be considered • for example, the use of multiple tools. 
The criteria to be used were those listed in the previous section. 
• Tool availability: of the 39 tools under consideration, only two • 
ROSIE and MicroExpen • could not be firmly established to be available. 
Given this element of doubt, both were ruled out of consideration. 
• Machine requirements: the first objective states, in part, that the 
system must be usable by veterinarians. It was considered unlikely that 
any veterinarian would purchase a new machine specifically to run this 
expen system; it was preferable that the system should be compatible with 
pre-existing hardware and software. Thus, a pilot survey was carried out 
to establish the preferred environment for the expen system. Partial results 
of the survey are given in Appendix 4. 
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Although the pilot survey was small (40), it was apparent that the most 
common equipment in use was of an IBM-XT type, running MS-DOS (or 
equivalent). 
It was therefore decided that the tool selected should be capable of 
developing a system that would run in this environment. A distinction is 
necessary here between the development environment (as yet, 
unestablished) and the run-time environment; it was the latter which was 
the important consideration at this stage. 
ART, Duck, EMYCIN, Envisage, ESE, ExTran 7, Goldworks, IKE, KAS, 
KEE, Knowledge Craft, KWB, Nexpert, Picon, Rulemaster, Sl and TIMM 
are not available in PC-XT I MS-DOS versions, and were eliminated at this 
point (Bowerman, 1988), (Harmon, 1988), (Liebowitz, 1988), (Waterman, 
1985). 
• Rule capacity: some estimate had to made about the likely size of the 
system, taking into account possible future growth. At this initial stage it 
was recognised that any estimate could only be very approximate. 
It was decided that a minimum guaranteed capacity of 1000 rules (or 
equivalent) should be required. Additionally, systems should allow for at 
least 250 possible diagnoses. 
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Advisor provides for only 255 rules; Expert-Ease for 300 examples; PC-
Easy for approximately 400 rules; TIMM-PC for '500+' rules 
(Bowerman, 1988). 1st-Class allows for only 32 'resui!S', though 
combined wilh a sister product called Fusion this figure increases to 128. 
This was still inadequate. Super Expert, an induction-type tool, allows for 
only 8 results (Bielawski, 1988). All six tools mentioned were eliminated 
from consideration. 
* Cost: anecdotal evidence returned with the pilot survey indicated a 
strong reluctance on the part of veterinarians to consider any expert system 
which would cost more than A$75. This could only be an indication, as 
the sample size was small, and attitudes might change if the system 
acquired a good reputation. However, as one of the primary objectives was 
to develop a usable and affordable system, it was decided that the system 
tool selected should not push any possible purchase price above this figure. 
Ignoring the cost of the development license, run-time licenses normally 
come in two varieties: a one-time cost that pays for any number of copies, 
or a charge for every run-time copy. 
None of the tools from vendors that employ the former type of license 
were ruled out at this point, as a large number of sales could minimise the 
effeciS of even a very expensive one-time license; however, where vendors 
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offered only the latter type of license, a maximum cost of US$60 was used 
as a cut-off point 
Aion ($750), GURU ($400), Insight 2 ($95), Ml ($500) and PC-Plus ($95) 
were discarded (Bowerman, 1988). 
At this point only 9 of the original 39 tools remained under consideration. 
These were AGE, ESP Advisor, ESP Frame-Engine, EXPERT, Expen-
Edge, EXSYS, KES, SAGE, and VP Expen. 
Each of these tools was examined in some detail, using as a focus the 
seven criteria listed: form(s) of knowledge representation, inferencing 
mechanisms, user interface, explanatory facilities, developer interface, ease 
of maintenance, and vendor suppon facilities. 
A brief overview of each of !he nine tools follows, together with a 
reference for further information. 
• AGE only just made the fmal list, as many would consider it closer to 
a language !han a true shell. Developed at Stanford, it is at its most 
fundamental a collection of INTERLISP functions; it is designed for use 
by experienced Lisp programmers. 
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The fact that AGE lacks useful facilities for 1/0, data base interaction, ar.d 
explanation, combined with a probable difficulty with convenient support 
facilities, suggested that AGE would not be an appropriate tool. 
For further information, see (Hayes-Roth, 1983) and (Waterman, 1985). 
• ESP Advisor and ESP Frame-Engine are both written in Prolog, and 
hence use backward-chaining as their primary inferencing method. 
Knowledge representation is in the form of IF-THEN type rules. The user 
interfaces are in the form of window-based text, and both include :'HOW" 
and "WHY" type explanatory facilities. 
A closer look at the inferencing mechanism of these two shells reveals that 
neither support reasoning under uncertainty - both could be described as 
non-probabilistic systems, or "decision-tree managers". As the nature of 
most diagnosis-type systems is precisely to deal with uncertainty (and the 
present case is no exception), both of these tools were discarded. 
Information on both tools can be found in (Bowerman, 1988). 
• EXPERT, like AGE, lies somewhere on the border between languages 
and shells. It assumes a rule-based representation, and. includes a forward-
chaining control mechanism, uncertainty handling, and efficient and 
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transponable code. User facilities are sophisticated aod include 
explanation, knowledge acquisition, and consistency checking. 
EXPERT has been widely used for medical applications, particularly in the 
fields of opthalmology and rheumatology. 
EXPERT is considered in some detail in (Hayes-Roth, 1983) and 
(Waterman, 1985). 
• Expert-Edge uses IF-THEN rules with backward, and limited forward, 
chaining. It can handle uncertainty, with Bayesian statistics being used to 
handle probabilities, and rules can include calculations and equations. 
Written in C, the user and developer interfaces make use of menus, 
windows, and colour. Basic explanatory facilities are included. There are 
also direct interfaces to DBase III and Lotus 1-2-3. 
Expert-Edge is described by (Bowerman, 1988). 
• EXSYS uses IF-THEN-ELSE rules with forward and backward 
chaining, and can handle reasoning under uncertainty. A full set of 
arithmetic operations is provided, as are explanatory facilities and context-
sensitive help. Up to 5000 rules can be used in a PC environment, and 
developer and user interfaces are friendly. 
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English-like rules are input and updated internally, without the need for an 
external editor. They may include variables and equations, and external 
programs may be called at any point, with parameters being passed in the 
fonn of ASCII files. 
Additional programs are available which expand the facilities of EXSYS, 
such as the ability to use frames 1FRAME) or look-up tables (TABLE'I). 
More details can be found in (Bowennan, 1988) and (Hannon, 1988). 
• KES uses a structured IF-THEN rule language with backward chaining, 
and also employs frame-like structures and demons. Inferencing 
mechanisms include abductive reasoning, and the use of Bayesian statistics. 
Uncertainty and rule unreliabilty are handled, and a large number of 
numerical functions are included. Written inC, there are interfaces til any 
C-callable language. Explanatory facilities include "WHY" and 
"JUSTIFY". 
The knowledge base is created with any external ASCII text editor and 
then read in to the system. All variables used in the knowledge base must 
be declared, which has the advantage of protecting against mis-spellings 
(but can be frustrating if trying to build a quick prototype). 
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A hard disk and 640K RAM are required. 
Funher infonnation is in (Bowennan, 1988) and (Gilmore, 1985). 
• SAGE uses IF-THEN rules with backward chaining; it uses fuzzy logic 
and Bayesian inference, handles both uncertainty and rule unreliability, and 
includes all basic arithmetic functions. Written in Pascal, it has interfaces 
to Pascal, Fortran, and ADA. Some explanatory facilities are also included. 
See (Keen, 1984) and (Bowennan, 1988). 
• VP Expert is a rule-based system with backward chaining, and an 
inductive front end. A full implementation of the confidence factor schema 
is provided. Written in C, there are direct interfaces into DBase Ill and 
Lotus 1-2-3. Menus and colour are used to provide reasonably friendly 
user and developer interfaces, though the fonner in particular has been 
criticised (Bielawski, 1988) for the number of keys that have to be pressed 
in differen; situations. Trace facilities are provided in the fonn of limited 
"HOW" and "WHY" commands. 
Rules are typed in directly, bearing in mind some fairly rigid syntactical 
constraints; there are some 67 key words, so entering rules is not unlike 
writing a program. 
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There are more details in (Bielawski, 1988) and (Harmon, 1988). 
3.2.5 Final selection 
Three of the nine tools remaining at the end of section 3.2.3 (AGE, ESP 
Advisor, and ESP Frame-Engine) were discarded for reasons outlined in the 
previous section. Further information was sought from suppliers of all of 
the remaining six (EXPERT, Expert-Edge, EXSYS, KES, SAGE, and VP 
Expert) before the final selection took place. 
The combination of the selection methodology and the information 
available (from suppliers and the quoted sources) provided sufficient 
differences to be identified between the tools to enable a clear order of 
preference to be established. 
EXPERT was placed last on the list, primarily because of its poor 
developer interface, and also because of doubts about its availability and 
its possible lack of vendor support. 
KES was placed fifth - a major disadvantage here was its dependence on 
a hard disk. C9st was also a factor, as at $4000 it was considerably more 
expensive than others on the list. The use of an external text editor was 
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also considered a slight disadvantage. 
VP Expert was placed fourth, because of strong doubts about the 
development environment, and a more general concern about its lack of 
features. There was also considerable douot about its capacity to handle 
the number of rules that might be required. 
It seemed probable that all three remaining shells (Expert-Edge, EXSYS, 
and SAGE) could be used to develop a successful system. However, clear 
differences enabled the final ranking to be made with some confidence. 
SAGE was placed third because of its (relatively) unfriendly user and 
developer interfaces, and its total reliance on backward chaining. Support 
facilities also appeared likely to be less comprehensive than would be the 
case with either of the two remaining tools. 
Expert-Edge was a clear second - the forms of knowledge representation 
and the inferencing mechanisms appeared adequate and the user and 
developer interfaces were good. However, Expert-Edge was more 
expensive than EXSYS ($1495 as against $995) and appeared to offer less 
flexibility. 
EXSYS was the tool selected for development because of its ability to 
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perfonn both forward and backward chaining (and combinations thereof), 
its friendly user and developer interfaces, and its ability to handle variables, 
equations, and external program calls, all of which might be required. The 
internal editor was also considered an advantage, as was the range of 
optional add-on programs. 
Vendor support appeared to be readily available (although located in 
California, the company offered assistance by 'phone, mail, or FAX). The 
company was well-established, with a large turnover, and the product has 
been successful in the market-place for a considerable period. 
The final order of prefemce was therefore 
I. EXSYS 
2. Expert-Edge 
3. SAGE 
4. VP Expert 
5. KES 
6. EXPERT 
with EXSYS being the tool selected for developrnenL 
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3.3 Knowledge Atgujsjtjon 
The word ''bottleneck" in relation to knowledge acquisition is used in 
perhaps 70% of the sources on expert systems listed in the bibliography -
for example (Waterman, 1985). This is because knowledge acquisition can 
be a long, meticulous, and often tedious, process. 
ll.:fore discussing briefly current techniques for knowledge acquisition, the 
term "knowledge elicitation" should be mentioned. Many authors ueat this 
as synonymous with knowledge acquisition, although some texts draw a 
distinction. Keravnou & Johnson (1986, p39), for example, consider 
elicitation takes place first, and that " ... the primary purpose ... is to explore 
the expen's domain and gather data, out of which one gains an 
understanding of the domain knowledge suucture and the dynamics of the 
operative sO'ategies (i.e. how strategies interact and interplay during 
problem solving activities)." On the other hand, the primary purpose of 
knowledge acquisition is " ... to instantiate (the) representation suuctures to 
ensure that the resulting computer model has sufficient grasp of the 
domain's factual and reasoning content to exhibit competent behaviour". 
In the current work the term knowledge acquisition will be used to cover 
both activities, as there seems little point. except for semantic reasons, to 
differentiate between :hem. 
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3.3.1 Selectio!!..!!l!.echnique(sl 
(Hoffman, 1987) presents five methods that can be used for knowledge 
acquisition; while not directly relevant here, the article is interesting for 
two reasons. 
The frrst is the distinction drawn between structured and unstructured 
interviews. In order to add structure to an otherwise unstructured 
interview, says Hoffman, the knowledge engineer '' .. .initially makes a first 
pass ... by analysing the available texts ... or by conducting an unstructured 
interview. The expert then goes over the first pass ... making comments 
... recording this process is not necessary because the knowledge engineer 
can write changes and notes on a copy of the printout of the first pass ... 
the result is a second pass ... " (Hoffman, 1987, p56). 
Secondly, Hoffman gives some interesting statistics about the deve1!lpment 
of some of the more well-known systems. MYCIN, apparently, took 
"many years"; INTERNIST " ... took 10 years with the help of a full-time 
specialist in internal medicine". Rl " ... took two man-years to develop by 
a team of about a dozen researchers and is still being refined". 
PUFF, however, " ... was reported to have been developed in less than 10 
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weeks. The likely reason for this brevity was that most of the rules were 
easily gleaned from archived data ... and only one week was spent 
interviewing the expens" (Hoffman, 1987, p62). 
Given the above, it was decided that the knowledge acquisition process 
should be based on a few initial semi-structured interviews, after which 
most of the knowledge for the initial prototypes would be taken from an 
existing publication written by the domain expert, entitled "The Diagnosis 
of Diseases in Goats" (Baxendell, 1988). 
While it was possible that some knowledge would be extracted incorrectly, 
or some terms misunderstoOd, this method, together with the use of a pre-
existing shell, seemed likely to enable initial prototypes to be written very 
quickly; errors could be picked up before they became serious through the 
normal prototyping process, described in section 3.6. 
Thus, it was decided that the knowledge acquisition process would consist 
of: 
• one or two semi-structured interviews (to discuss me!!roos, 
tirnescales, basic terms etc.) 
• extensive use of a pre-existing text 
and, once the initial prototype had been developed. 
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• many prototype feedback cycles, involving both structured 
dialogue and further references to the text 
3.3.2 Further reading 
As it was clear from the outset that the knowledge acquisition process was 
likely to be a major bottleneck, much pre-reading was canied out on 
different techniques. A full discussion of these is beyond the scope of this 
thesis, but the interested reader is r~ferred to the following sources:-
(Boose, 1988) gives an excellent and comprehensive introduction to the 
whole area of knowledge acquisition. 
(Waterman, 1985) gives a general discussion of different techniques. 
(Prerau, 1987) discusses in detail some 30 techniques that arose out of the 
COMPASS project. 
(Hoffman, 1987) discusses knowledge extraction from the point of view of 
experimental psychology. 
(Garnmack & Young, 1985) gives a breakdown of different kinds of 
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knowledge, and a brief description of protocol analysis, task analysis, 
multidimensional scaling, personal construct theory, and concept sorting. 
(Cookson et al, 1985) discusses the use of a computer-based system to 
elicit knowledge. 
(Weilings & Breuker, 1984) is an excellent work detailing the different 
levels of mapping between verbal data and knowledge structures. 
(Boose, 1984) gives a very concise description of personal construct theory 
and the transfer of human expertise. 
(Hart, 1986) has a thorough overview of the whole topic of knowledge 
acquisition, together with excellent chapters on fact-finding by interviews, 
fuzziness in reasoning, and the use of the repertory grid in personal 
construct theory. 
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3.4 Knowledge Representation 
EXSYS uses IF-THEN-ELSE type rules as its primary means of knowledge 
representation; frame-type representation is also possible by the addition 
of an extra package called, appropriately, FRAME (EXSYS, 1985). 
For the current system, this additional capability was thought to be neither 
necessary nor desirable (the former because small frame-type sbUCtures 
may be accomodated within IF-TIIEN-ELSE type rule sii'Uctures, and the 
latter because it was thought preferable to use as· few representations as 
possible, in order to simplify the finished system). However, the use of 
FRAME was not ruled ou~ because the development process itself might 
indicate its usefulness. 
The knowledge base in EXSYS is consii'Ucted using CHOICES, 
QUALIFIERS, and RULES. The choices correspond to the possible final 
diagnoses, that is, the diseases which the system considers (for example, 
BACI'ERIAL PNEUMONIA). 
The qualifiers correspond to the questions which may be asked of the user. 
For example, 
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i 
There is a history of chronic arthritis in the herd 
I) yes 
2) no 
3) unknown 
Such qualifiers are asked of the user only if, firstly, the answer cannot be 
discovered from already known facts, and, secondly, any possible answer 
will aid the diagnosis in this particular case. 
The rules, which are of an IF-THEN-ELSE type, correspond to the 
expertise that the system uses to arrive at a diagnosis. For example, 
IF tests or analyses so far carried out 
include NOT soil analysis 
TIIEN soil analysis indicates cobalt levels 
are unknown 
and soil analysis indicates copper levels 
are unknown 
and soil analysis indicates molybdenum levels 
are unknown 
and soil analysis indicates sulphur levels 
are unknown 
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This rule prevents the user from being asked about the levels of certain soil 
components if a soil analysis has not been carried out. Note the English-
like (but NOT English) form of the rule. 
Choices can also occur in the IF, THEN, or ELSE parts ohules, in which 
case they are used together with "certainty factors". For example, 
IF the antigenic pillus K99 (or K88 + 987 
antigen) is not present 
THEN [ 53) Colibacillosis - Probability=0/10 
This rule effectively states that Colibacillosis may be ruled out if a certain 
pillus is not found. 
For more details on the knowledge representation system used by EXSYS, 
see (EXSYS, 1985). 
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3.5 Inferencine 
At the heart of any expert system is the inference engine - that part of the 
system that applies a logical reasoning mechanism to the knowledge 
contained in the knowledge base. 
A discussion of the logical reasoning mechanisms required in a diagnosis-
type system is to be found in section 3.5.1. 
Meta-level reasoning is "reasoning about reasoning"- for example, strategic 
decision-making about the order in which the rules contained in the 
knowledge base will be applied. The facilities which EXSYS provides for 
meta-level reasoning are discussed in section 3.5.2. 
Reasoning under uncertainty describes the process of making inferences 
which are uncertain; how EXSYS builds this uncertainty in to the system, 
and the rules it uses for propagating probabilities are both discussed in 
section 3.5.3. 
' 
3.5.1 Loeical reasoning mechanisms 
In an excellent comparison of diagnostic paradigms, (Poole, 1988) points 
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\ 
\ 
\ 
I 
out that there are three predominaiu approaches to the problem of diagnosis 
I 
(for the pwposes of the current J.ork some of the terminology has been 
\, 
changed and some of the descriptions stmplified):-
, 
• minintising, in a manner consistent with all knowledge and 
observation>, assumptions of abnormal compooents 
• abductive diagnosis, that is finding a se\ of causes which can imply 
the observations 
• rule-based diagnosis, where there are a set of symptom~ause rules, 
that is determining what abnormalities can be predicted based on the 
evidence 
The distinction between these three is of some importance, and each of the 
cases will be looked at briefly in relation to the present development, which 
is concerned with the diagnosis of diseases, that is, the discovery of the 
causes of certain observations, or symptoms. 
In the first case, the sort of knowledge required is of the form symptom=> 
cause. Thus if C,, C,, ... , C.. are possible causes to explain symptom S,, 
we have as a fact or a default 
s, =>C1 orC,or ... orC,. 
That is, if we have a symptom S, we presume there must be a cause - it is 
inconsistent that we do not have any of C1 through C.. being true. 
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In the second case, the sort of knowledge required is that from some cause 
we can prove the observations (symptoms). This sort of knowledge is of 
the form cause => symptoms. The base faults become the possible 
hypotheses. That is, 
c1 => s, & s, & ... & s., 
This corresponds closely to "real-world" knowledge; that is, a disease is 
known to cause certain symptoms. 
In the third case, we have to explain a fault (symptom). The sort of 
knowledge required is of the form observation (symptom) =>abnormality. 
Thus, if S, represents an observed symptom, then we regard this as 
evidence for CJ. That is, 
S, => C; 
This case, while similar in nature to the first, is found to be unsound, and 
may lose the structure of the problem. 
Both of the first two cases are found to be sound. The first is found to be 
closer to a real (human) diagnosis session, while the second is more 
modular. This modularity greatly increases the ease with which new 
knowledge may be incorporated into the system. 
Despite this, it was decided to base the current development on the first, 
because of its correspondence with the knowledge representation structures 
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used by EXSYS, and its similarity to the diagnosis procedure used in a 
typical veterinary consultation. 
For further details lilld examples of the three paradigms, the reader is 
referred to the original source (Poole, 1988). 
3.5.2 Meta-level reasoning 
EXSYS allows for both backward and forward chaining, and variants 
thereof. In total, four different basic options are allowed (EXSYS, 1985). 
One commonly quoted rule-of-thumb for deciding between forward and 
backward chaining runs as follows: " ... if a problem involves significantly 
more conclusions than facts, forward-chaining is preferred; if the problem 
involves significantly more facts than conclusions, backward-chaining is 
probably more appropriate" (Bielawski, 1988, p35). 
This would indicate an initial preference for forward chaining in the current 
circumstances (where the number of possible diagnoses would exceed 200). 
Further, backward chaining has the disadvantage that questions are 
frequently asked in what appears to the user to be an illogical order; as 
Cox (1984, pl25) points out, in describing the building of MicroExpert, 
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" ... the human users can fin:! it rather disconcerting if the system jumps 
about from subject to subject in what appears to be a random manner ..• it 
is often necessary to be able to control this". 
Nevertheless, backward chaining has been employed successfully in many 
diagnosis-type systems, such as MYCIN (Buchanan & Shortliffe, 1985). 
The main advantage here is that backward chaining allows for only those 
qualifiers which are relevant to a particular choice to be asked in a normal 
consultation - questions which cannot lead to a valid diagnosis are 
bypassed. 
For example, if disease X has been ruled out, then no further questions 
which relate to disease X alone are asked. In a forward chaining system 
this will often not be the case; and thus, the number of irrelevant questions 
asked is increased. 
Some of the detrimental effects of backward chaining may be minimised 
by using additional features provided by EXSYS to guide the questioning 
process. Given this, and as one of the aims of the system was to provide 
reasonably shon and concise consultation sessions, it was decided that the 
system should use backward chaining. 
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3.5.3 Reasonina under uncertainty 
In most diagnosis-type systems, uncertainty plays a central role; it was 
considered essential, therefore, that the system should cope with uncenainty 
in a meaningful way · meaningful both internally (so that two or more 
"probabilities" could be combined) and externally (so that the 
"probabilities" made sense to the user). 
EXSYS provides five different systems for allocating and combining what 
the manual calls "probabilities". More importantly, EXSYS allows for 
variables, formulae, and external program calls to be included in rules, thus 
allowing for the possibility of the developer including his/her own 
modifications to the basic system. 
Despite this ability, EXSYS insists on one of the five basic systems being 
selecled at the outset; this is a particularly important decision, as it cannot 
be altered at a later stage. 
The first system offered is based on a simple 0 (false) or I (true) value, 
and is designed to cater for those systems which do not require uncenainty. 
It was therefore considered unsuitable for the present development. 
The second system is based on a 0 to 10 scale, where 0 and I 0 
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(representing absolutely false and absolutely true respectively) lock the 
final value - once a disease is given a value of 0, for example, it is not 
considered again. All other values (I through 9} represent degrees of 
confidence ranging from very probably false to very probably true. These 
values are averaged over all of the rules that contain the choice 10 arrive 
at a final value for that choice (so, 5, 6, and I would be averaged to give 
4; 10, 3, and 2 would still give 10}. 
The third system is based on a ·100 (almost cenainly false} to +100 
(almost cenainly true} scale. There are no "locking" values as previously, 
and all values are averaged to arrive at a final value. 
The fourth system is based on a 0 10 tOO scale, and values are combined 
as if they are dependent probabilities. 
The fifth system is similar to the fourth, but here values are combined as 
if they are independent probabilities. 
These last two systems, while initially appearing quite attractive (they are 
the only two to use actual probability theory}, were both rejected; since in 
any diagnosis-type system, values obtained are neither wholly dependent 
nor wholly independent. 
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For example: in the fourth system, suppose we have two rules, both of 
which indicale a degree of confidence in disease X of90/IOO. Combining 
these results in a figure of 90% • 90% equals 81/100, a lower figure than 
if we had the evidence of just one rule. 
The fifth system results in this case in a more "acceptable" figure of I- (1-
90%) • (1-90%) equals 99%. However, now suppose that the first rule 
indicaled a likelihood of 90%, while the second indicaled that this solution 
was quite unlikely (say 20%). Then combining these two results in a final 
value for the disease of 92% ! 
If EXSYS was to be used, therefore, the choice resled between the second 
(0 to 10) and third ( -100 to + l 00) systems. The final choice was based on 
two factors. 
Firstly, and most importantly, it was thought desirable that the system 
should have the ability to clearly rule out as many diseases as possible at 
ao early stage. The capability of doing this by the simple allocation of a 
value of zero was thought to be beneficial. 
Secondly, it was thought that ao II point scale was quite sufficient to cater 
for the humao expertise in this area. The added precision of a -I 00 to 
+100 scale was thought to be not only unnecessary, but in fact positively 
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intimidatory to the domain expen, who could not reasonably be expected 
to justify a value of, say, +56 rather than +57. 
Thus, it was decided that the system based on a 0 to 10 scale, where 0 and 
10 are locking values and all other values are simply averaged, should be 
used. 
Reasoning under uncenainty is currently a topic of considerable research 
interest, and the reader interested in the theoretical foundations of the topic 
(only the very elementary facilities provided by EXSYS have been 
discussed here) has a wealth of sources from which to draw. The 
following list is, therefore, only a small sample: 
(Weiss & Kulikowski, 1984) give a very good introduction to Bayes 
theory, hypothesis testing, decision theory, and approximiate statistical 
methods. 
(Buchanan & Shordiffe, 1984) is excellent for the uncertainty reasoning 
used in MYCIN, and also for the Dempster·Shafer theory of evidence. 
(Forsyth. 1984) gives a good overview of fuzzy reasoning systems. 
(Naylor, 1984) covers Bayes theory and the inferencing engine in general 
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in a fairly elementary manner. 
(Kowalik & Kitzmiller, 1988) is an excellent collection of research and 
development articles centred around the topic of numerical computing in 
expert systems. 
(Lemmer & Kana!, 1988) is a collection of expanded versions of papers 
originally presented at the Workshop on Uncertainty in Artificial 
Intelligence which was held on August 8-10 in !986 at the University of 
Pennsylvania in Philadelphia. A wide range of sub-topics is considered, 
with the book divided into four sections: analysis, tools, theory, and 
applications. 
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3,6 Prototypin1 
In standard system development, it is normal for all elicitation (analysis) 
to take place before the system is coded and implemented. In building 
expen systems, this is rarely the case, and many expen system developers 
use a prototyping approach almost as a matter of course (Black,l986). 
Advantages of the prototyping approach are mentioned in many sources. 
(Bielawski, 1988) gives the following four advantages:-
I. A prototype enables the developer to judge whether the 
system is feasible. 
2. A prototype enables the developer to test the suitability of the 
development tool that has been selected. 
3. A prototype will suggest the amount of time required to build the 
whole system. 
4. A prototype often makes a convincing argument for gaining suppon 
(for the project). 
Another point should also be mentioned. That is, a prototype greatly 
enhances the effectiveness and efficiency of any interaction between the 
knowledge engineer and the domain expen. Progress can be seen and 
appreciated from the very earliest stages of the project right through to its 
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final implementation. 
(Black, 1986) summarises the feedback cycle in the prototype refinement 
approach as follows:. 
I. Select new set of test cases. 
2. Elicit new rules or rule refinements from the expert to 
account for new problem cases. 
3. Encode the new rules (into the system). 
4. Test the new knowledge base against the current problem set with 
the expert as critic. 
5. Repair the rules until they work for the current problem set. 
At the end of each of these cycles, the knowledge base should be in a 
consistent state where it has been "black box tested" against a set of 
problem cases. It can never be said to be complete. New test cases may 
not be handled correctly without modifying or adding to the knowledge 
base. 
In order for the system to be useful, the proportion of cases handled 
correctly must be very much higher than those handled in error. It is thus 
necessary to continually monitor the performance of the system to ensure 
that it meets acceptable limits. 
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(Buchanan & Shonliffe, 1984) describe the process of building an expert 
system prototype as cyclic interaction between the expert, the knowledge 
engineer, and the system itself, in a manner similar to, but varying from, 
that given above:-
I. The expert tells the knowledge engineer what rules to add or 
modify. 
2. The knowledge engineer makes changes to the knowledge base. 
3. The knowledge engineer runs one or more old test cases for 
consistency checking. 
4. If there are any problems with the old cases, the knowledge 
engineer discusses them with the expert, and then goes back to step 
I. 
5. The expert runs the modified system on new cases until new 
problems are discovered. 
6. If no problems are found in a substantial nwnber of cases, then the 
expen stops changing the system. Otherwise, the expen goes back 
to step I. 
As (Boose, 1986, pl5) points out in reviewing the above, " .. .in practice, the 
procedure may be slightly different". In particular, in the current 
development, it was not intended that the domain expen "would tell the 
knowledge engineer what rules to add or modify" (step I). This would 
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require a more detailed understanding of the structure of the knowledge 
base by the expert than was likely to exist. Also, it was possible that the 
"simple" addition of a new rule would have severe repercussions for the 
inferencing process. Thus all changes would be made by the knowledge 
engineer (developer) in an effort to ensure the integrity of the system as far 
as possible. 
As the prototyping approach is well established for building expert systems, 
nothing more need be said here, except that it was expected that the 
availability of written material on the domain of expertise would greatly 
speed up the prototyping process, particularly in relation to those parts of 
the cycle where new problem cases were being sought, and new rules 
entered. 
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3.7 Testing and Validation 
One advantage of a prototyping approach is that testing occurs throughout 
the whole period of development, rather than being concentrated near the 
end, when most of the work has been completed. This enables major faults 
to be rectified as soon as they arise, and the results of such faults are 
therefore less likely to have potentially disastrous consequences. 
The testing and validation process for this particular development consisted 
of three phases:-
1. Continuous testing by the domain expert throughout the 
prototyping process. 
2. Testing by the domain expert and selected others at the 
completion of the prototyping phase; that is, when the 
knowledge base and inferencing mechanisms are thought to 
demonstrate reliability and integrity, though not necessarily 
completeness. This phase includes difficult and extreme cases. 
3. Testing and validation by selected release; the system, 
complete with manuals, help facilities, etc is tested and 
validated "in the field" by its application to real cases. 
At the time of writing, phase 3 has not been undertaken. The system will 
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not be considered suitable for general release until phase 3 has been 
completed, and satisfactory perfonnance has been indicated by those using 
the system. It is expected that such a process would last for a period of 
approximately 12 months. 
The criteria used in phases I and 2, and which will be used in phase 3, are 
those given by (Bielawski, 1988):-
I. Accuracy 
2. Completeness 
3. Reliability and consistency 
4. Effective reasoning 
5. User-friendliness 
6. Run·time efficiency 
The reader interested in testing and validation (and also evaluation) is 
referred to the following sources:-
(Liebowitz, 1988) gives an alternative list of criteria to those given above. 
(Hayes-Roth, 1983) provides an excellent and detailed ch.1pter on expen 
system evaluation. 
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(Stevens, 1984) gives an excellent argument on the difficulties of judging 
expert systems; to take one sentence, " ... on the one hand we have the 
opinions of experts and on the other we have the conclusions of a computer 
system which we shall judge by using the opinions of experts ... " (Stevens, 
1984, p45). 
(Liebowitz, 1985) details a fairly comprehensive survey of different 
approaches to expert system evaluation. 
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3.8 Doc:umentaliOD 
The user interface provided by EXSYS is such that, during prototyping, the 
domain expert was able to run the system without any external 
documentation. The system itself provided all of the help facilities that 
were required during running. 
Development of the system was made feasible by the extensive listings and 
cross-references provided by EXSYS. Printed listings were required after 
each major update, and much use was made of the cross-references 
between the choices, qualifiers, and rules which formed the knowledge-
base. 
Although EXSYS provides such listings on demand, they quickly became 
so lengthy it was considered necessary to write programs to condense these 
(by such means as removing all blank lines). The listings given in the 
appendices have all been condensed in this way. 
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4 Results 
As with any development of this kind, theoretical models employed at the 
outset of a project can provide a sound foundation upon which to build; 
there are always unforeseen difficulties and problems encountered along the 
way, however, which if not handled correctly, can lead to an inefficient 
system, or, at worst, to the abandonment of the whole project. 
Some of these problems, and their solutions as implemented in the current 
system, are detailed in section 4.1. 
The current state of the expen system, as at the time of writing (January 
1990), is outlined in section 4.2. 
Results so far achieved are discussed in section 4.3. 
F'mally there is a brief discussion of the work still to be done in section 4.4 
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4.1 Problems and solutions 
This section deals with the difficulties that were experienced during 
development, and the efforts that were made either to overcome them, or 
to minimise their harmful effects. 
No attempt has been made to categorise these difficulties under topic 
headings, as many cut across several areas. Instead they are dealt with 
chronologically as they arose; it is to be hoped that this will not only give 
a flavour of the actual development process, but will also prove beneficial 
for other developers wha may be following similar lines. 
Problem: the number of diseases to be covered was very large. How 
should th~ prototyping process commence ? 
Solution: clearly some decision had to be made about which diseases to 
include in early prototypes. It was not feasible to build an initial system 
based on in excess of 200 diseases. 
One possibility was to select a certain class of diseases (for example, those 
of the eye) upon which to base initial work. This was rejected, as it was 
possible that an unfonunate choice might prove atypical. It is imponant in 
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this type of prototypical development that eary work is as typical as 
possible of that which is to follow. 
Rather than choose a group of diseases at random, it was decided to ask the 
domain expert to give all diseases a "likelihood ranking" from 0 to 9, 
where 0 was assigned to those diseases never yet known in Australia, and 
9 to those which are most prevalent. Work was then commenced using 
those diseases which were considered most common. 
The two advantages of this approach, which proved very successful, were 
firstly that initial prototypes could be based on a small number of diseases, 
thus minimising the amount of work involved before real results were 
obtained; and secondly, that should the system eventually prove unable to 
handle the whole gamut of diseases, it could still be a useful product, as it 
would only exclude those diseases considered rare or exotic. 
Problem: when should a particular disease be no longer considered by the 
system? 
Solution: this is a very basic, and major, problem. To illustrate: a patient 
visiting a doctor because of a sprained ankle may have, in addition, a 
serious heart problem. Should the doctor check for this ? Or should the 
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doctor treat the perceived symptom(s), in this case a painful ankle, and 
send the patient on his way ? 
Clearly any goat may have any disease, or combination of diseases, at any 
time. However, if the system checked out every possible disease on every 
oc-~asion, consultation times would be excessive. Further, the veterinarian 
would normally be looking only for the cause of some specific problem or 
problems. 
Therefore it was decided to discard all diseases which did not show at least 
one symptom. That is, if the only reported symptoms are convulsions and 
excitability, then only those diseases which could cause one or both of 
these symptoms are considered by the expen system. 
Problem: what mechanism can be used to discard diseases ? 
Solution: EXSYS provides no easy way to rule out choices. The obvious 
way, of giving a disease a "probability" of 0/10, will not work simply 
because a later question about symptoms might bring that disease back in 
to consideration. 
The only feasible solution to this problem was to write an external program 
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to take all symptoms, and return to EXSYS, via an external file, a list of 
all those diseases which could now safely be assigned a zero probability. 
This shon program is currently some 30 lines in length, and is written in 
Pascal. It also reports to the user the number of diseases being considered 
by the expert system. Its operation is automatic, and is transparent to the 
user of the system. 
Problem: which disease• should be reported by the system 1 
Solution: the problem here is fairly subtle; that iJ;, it is not usually 
possible to completely rule out any cause of a particular symptom. It is, 
however, possible to say that a particular cause is very unlikely. 
Thus, initial prototypes tended to list the most probable cause(s) at the top 
of the list, followed by a large number of diseases to which it had assigoed 
a "probability" value of, say, 1/10. 
Here it is important to remember that the system was never intended to 
produce one, correct, diagoosis, but to act as an aid to veterinarians. It was 
therefore decided to repon all possible diseases (that is, all diseases with 
the exception of those assigned a zero probability), but to stress to the user 
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that those diseases listed with a 2/10 or 1/10 probability were very unlikely. 
Problem: how to combine factors pointing to a disease ? 
Solution: this problem goes to the heart of reasoning under uncertainty. 
In the EXSYS scheme chosen, certainty factors (CFs) - wbat EXSYS calls 
"probabilities" - are simply averaged. Suppose we have two independent 
factors - factor A yields a CF of 7 for disease X, while factor B yields a 
CF of 9 for the same disease. Averaging, we get a final CF of 8 - that is, 
less than if we had factor B alone ! 
One possible solution to this is to have a multitude of external programs 
to compute more reasonable CFs. However, the number of programs (or 
at least sub-programs) required would be immense, as some rules are more 
independent than others. The degree of independence would be a major 
factor in computing a sensible CF. 
The actual solution used is far from ideal in a theoretical sense, but is 
adequate in practice. In many cases, the simple averaging proved adequate. 
In others, particularly those where there were several factors combining, 
new rules were introduced for different combinations of factors. For 
example, for two conditions A and B, up to four new rules of the form IF 
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A & B, IF A & NOT B, IF NOT A & B, and IF NOT A & NOT B were 
introduced. The difficulties here are clear: with three factors eight rules 
are required; with four, sixteen; and so on. In practice it was found that 
only certain combinations were needed, however, and others could be left 
to rely on simple averaging. 
While, perhaps surprisingly, the above solution seems adequate in the 
current development, and does not expand the size of the rule base unduly 
(because such combined rules are required only rarely), it cannot be 
guaranteed that this approach will be feasible in other developments. 
However, it should be pointed out that there can be no simple solution to 
this problem if the system is rule-based. There can be no "correct" formula 
for deducing (A & B) given both A and B, as this will be different in all 
cases concerned with real-world problems. 
This is an area where further research is required. 
Problem: how to prevent unintended side-effects during maintenance of 
the rule base ? 
Solution: during prototyping, the rule base was constantly being updated. 
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When a diagnosis proved incorrec~ one or more rules were added, updated, 
or removed. This proved troublesome in that the effect of such a change 
would often adversely (and inadvertantly) affect other possible diagnoses. 
It was decided at an early stage, therefore, that in most cases separate rules 
were required for each disease. Thus, a rule such as IF A THEN X & Y 
would become two rules, IF A THEN X and IF A THEN Y. 
Although this does not prevent inadvertant effects, it has the effect of 
reducing them 10 manageable proponions. Also, the increased size of the 
rule base is offset by the added simplicity introduced. 
Problem: how 10 cope with the unexpected unavailability of the expert ? 
Solution: at very short notice, the domain expert was required for personal 
reasons to leave Western Australia at an early stage in development. 
In many similar projects, this could have had disastrous consequences, such 
as the abandonment of the whole project. However, an earlier decision 10 
base much of the knowledge in the expert system on a pre-written text 
ensured that development could proceed at almost the same pace. Contact 
was kept with the domain expert via letter, telephone, and FAX, and these 
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proved more than adequate. 
In the event, the domain expen returned to Western Australia (equally 
unexpectedly) alter a gap of some four months, and normal progress 
resumed. 
Problem: how to mitigate the effects of backward chaining ? 
Solution: Unlimited backward chaining can cause questions to be asked 
in what appears to the user to be a nonsensical order; this is dangerous in 
that it causes the user to lack confidence in the system. For example, the 
system may first try to prove conjunctivitis (a disease of the eye) followed 
by pneumonia (a disease of the lung) when it is painfully obvious to a 
human expen that the goat has a broken leg. 
The solution here was to force EXSYS to ask cenain basic questions (such 
as :he type and age of the goats, and the symptoms observed) before any 
real diagnosis was begun. This is made possible in EXSYS by the 
construction of a shon configuration file which is checked before each 
session. 
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Problem: how to prevent the user entering absurdities ? 
Solution: for example, it is quite possible for the user to say (either 
accidentally or intentionally) that the goat in question is a buck, and it has 
just had an abortion. 
This type of absurdity is checked by the system, and, if such is found, an 
appropriate help screen is sent automatically to the user, and the 
consultation session stopped. These help screens are stored individually as 
external ASCII files. 
Problem: the user is given poor explanatory facilities. 
Solution: in fact, the explanatory facilities provided by EXSYS are at least 
as good as, if not better than, those provided by many other expert system 
shells. 
The user may ask for explanations in many situations, and EXSYS aids this 
by allowing the developer to enter notes and references along with each 
rule. However, the problem arises in those rules where the developer has 
used variables, formulae, or, worst of all, external program calls. 
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Notes can be provided for the user to explain these, but the user is still 
presented with what may appear to be an unintelligible rule. This is 
unfortunate, and is a problem that seems insoluble to the developer. 
It is to be hoped that the EXSYS expert system shell will be improved in 
future versions to allow certain rules to be hidden from the user, should the 
developer of the system so desire. 
4.2 The current system 
Early in January 1990 the development of the system had progressed to 
prototype version 7 .0. 
This version contained infonnation on 221 diseases; had 474 rules; and 
included 281 questions that might be asked. 
The system consists of 21 files, which fit on to a single 360K floppy disk. 
Of these, 8 are files used by EXSYS itself; 4 are files that contain the 
domain knowledge and meta-knowledge; and the remainder are mainly help 
files containing infonnation on the domain (for example, one file contains 
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a list of potentially poisonous plants) that are displayed to the user as and 
when necessary. 
A standard consultation lasts several minutes. The more symptoms that are 
entered, the longer will be the consultation. Users are warned at the outset 
to enter only those symptoms that they are sure of, in order to minimise the 
length of the consultation. 
The final diagnosis consists of all those diseases that have not been 
eliminated, together with their "probability". The final diagnosis may be 
viewed on the screen, or reported to a disk file or printer, as required. 
4.3 Test results 
The most recent set of tests was performed by students at the Muresk 
Institute of Agriculture, on version 6 of the prototype system. These 
students have little or no computer knowledge, and possess no knowledge 
as to the internals of the expen system. 
Twenty-six tests were carried out. Consultation sessions varied in length 
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according to the symptoms reponed, with the minimwn being 28 questions 
asked (to identify 'Pink Eye'), and the maximwn 77 (to identify 
Enterotoxaemia). In the latter case, five different symptoms were reported 
to the system. 
The lengths of time taken for these consultations was not recorded, but it 
seems likely that in practice times will vary between three and ten minutes. 
The majority of questions asked are of a simple "yes or no" type, and little 
time for thought or contemplation is required. Delays caused by the system 
itself are minimal - the longest delay is of a few seconds immediately 
before the final diagnosis is listed. 
All trials consisted of students assuming a hypothetical siruation (as to 
location, conditions, feed etc) in which the goat(s) in question were 
suffering from one particular disease. In several of these cases, the disease 
was one which would be considered either rare or exotic to Australia. 
Of the 26 cases, the system diagnosed the disease in question as the 
number one probability on 9 occasions; and within the top three 
probabilities in 16 out of the 26 trials. 
(On several occasions the domain expert was of the opinion tha~ given the 
information available, the diagnosis provided by the system was "more 
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likely" than the disease intended by the students.) 
On 4 occasions the expert system failed to list the disease expected. Of 
these, one was caused by incorrect information in the knowledge base; one 
occurred because the disease had been omitted completely from the system; 
and two were caused by incorrect responses entered by the users. 
The first two cases may be considered "bugs", and have been corrected in 
,, i 
; .. the current version. The latter two, caused by student errors, were largely 
due to the theoretical nature of the testing - students were responding to 
questions based on a hypothetical, rather than real, situation. 
However, it is of course probable that incorrect answers will be input 
inadvertantly in real-life situations. The only protection against this is the 
"Change and Rerun" option provided by EXSYS, which enables the user 
to change any of the responses without necessatily repeating the entire 
session. 
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4.4 Further development and maintenance 
Of the testing and validation phases listed in section 3.7, phase 1 has been 
completed; phase 2 (testing by the domain expert and selected others) is 
currently progressing; and phase 3 (testing and validation by selected 
release) has not yet commenced. 
Much work still remains to be completed before the expert system is 
considered for commercial release. Amongst the steps remaining are: 
* further refinement of the system to ensure a greater reliability of 
the final diagnosis 
* further testing to be conducted by the domain expert and 
selected others 
• 
• 
• 
• 
testing and validation by selected release 
protection of the system against unauthorised copying 
writing of user and technical documentation 
packaging, advertising, and marketing of the system 
Further, discussions need to take place, and decisions reached, as to the 
following points: 
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• the ownership of the expert system 
• the division of royalties resulting from commercial sales 
• the legal responsibilities in the event of incorrect or inaccurate 
diagnoses 
• the responsibilities for future maintenance 
It is envisaged that to develop the system to a stage where it could be 
marketed commercially would involve perhaps another twelve months, 
using the resources currently involved. In addition, work would need to 
proceed on all of the points mentioned above. 
The system is now at a stage where further development should not 
encounter any theoretical difficulties. All diseases likely to be included are 
already in the system; the number of rules and questions are unlikely to 
expand by a factor exceeding 20%. Even a small expansion may cause the 
system to become sufficiently large to require the use of more than one 
360K diskette, but this is not seen as a major problem. 
Maintenance would best be handled by the current developer, though could, 
if necessary, be handed over to a third party. As with many expert 
systems, maintenance would be non-trivial, and all changes would require 
rigorous checking in consultation with the domain expert. 
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5 Conclusions 
This section looks with the benefit of hindsight at the methods and 
methodologies employed, and the results achieved so far, and attempts an 
analysis of these with respect to the original objectives of the development. 
Section 5.1 concentrates on the first objective, that of the successful 
development of a practical system, of which the research leading to this 
thesis forms a major part. 
Section 5.2 looks outside of the current develop:nent, at lessons that can be 
learned which might assist future developments in similar areas. This 
section therefore relates to the second objective. 
5.1 Expert system appraisal 
The first objective stated in part that the system should be usable, useful, 
and affordable to veterinarians throughout Australia. There is little doubt 
that the current system, although still in prototype form, meets all of these 
criteria, with the possible exception of affordability, which is yet to be 
firmly established. 
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The development, though not without problems, has been successful for 
many reasons. Principal amongst these bas been the time and care taken 
at the outset of the project. 
A clear delineation of the domain boundaries ensured that the project did 
not expand beyond original intentions. Many conventional developments 
suffer from problems caused by increased expectations on the pan of the 
users as development proceeds - this was not the case here. 
The selection of a single domain expert proved highly beneficial. Multiple 
experts, even if in total agreement, would have created additonal overheads 
in terms of both time and resources. 
The use of prototyping as the development methodology enabled the 
system to prove its potential at an early stage. The domain expert was able 
to use and appreciate the system when the rule base was still very small. 
Potential problems were sighted and cured before they caused any 
difficulties. 
The decision to use an expert system shell cut development time 
dramatically. The facilities built in to the system would have taken many 
man-months to replicate from scratch. 
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The methodology behind the choice of an appropriate tool proved useful 
to the extent that liUie time was wasted in examining many tools that, in 
any event, could not be used. Without such a methodology there would 
always be temptations to use a tool that was familiar, or readily available, 
without the necessary exercise of looking in detail at the tool's suitability 
for the project in hand. 
It is difficult to compare the system built using EXSYS with the system 
that might have been built if another shell had been selected. The strengths 
that EXSYS gave to the development of the system include: 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
a friendly user interface, which enabled the system to be 
used with minimal prior instruction 
a friendly developer interface, which enabled rapid 
prototyping 
the ability to link to external programs, and display external 
files 
the use of an in-built editor, which enabled changes to the 
knowledge base to be made easily and quickly 
the inclusion of a change-and-rerun facility, which enabled 
multiple tests to be conducted efficiently 
the facilities offered for controlling the inferencing 
mechanism and the order of questions 
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• the ability to print out the knowledge base on request 
The weaknesses displayed by EXSYS included the following: 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
the poor handling of reasoning under uncertainty (and the 
misleading use of the word "probability") 
the lack of a sophisticated explanatory facility 
the inability of the developer to control which rules may be 
displayed to the user 
the inability of the user to correct input errors until the end of each 
run 
a difficult-to-use and poorly-structured manual 
The use of a pre-existing text proved essential; without this, development 
would have been slowed enormously. The problems encountered because 
of incorrect assumptions or mis-understanding of terms proved minimal, 
and the prototyping process ensured that all such problems were picked up 
early and corrected. 
The IF-THEN-ELSE rule-base structure, upon which EXSYS is based, 
proved perfectly suitable. In fact, the ELSE structure presented certain 
difficulties, and 98% of rules in the system are based on a simple IF-THEN 
structure. 
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Results of tests conducted on the latest prototype (version 7) are not 
available at the time of writing, but results on the previous version are 
highly encouraging (see section 4.2). 
There is no doubt that the system is easy to understand and to use. 
Further, the system will run successfully on any IBM-XT or compatible 
machine which is using DOS 2.0 or higher. A monochrome screen is 
acceptable, though as use is made of colour a CGA screen is desirable. A 
hard disk is not required. 
In terms of the first objective, therefore, the development to date has been 
successful. 
However, further work remains, as outlined in section 4.4, and it is not 
expected that the system will be released commercially in the immediate 
future. 
5.2 Lessons for other development project§ 
It is to be hoped that the current development will enable other expert 
systems over similar domains to be developed more efficiently (see 
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objective 2, p5). 
Many texts provide useful advice to those about to embark upon the 
development of an expert system. Amongst many that may be particularly 
recommended are (Keller, 1987), (Bowerman & Glover, 1988), (Bielawski 
& Lewand, 1988), and (Weiss & Kulikowski, 1984). 
A review of the current project indicates the following:-
I. Establish the boundaries of the domain as early as possible. Changes 
to the boundaries should be made only if it is clear that substantial 
advantages would be obtained. Be aware that such changes may have 
dramatic consequences for the content and form of the knowledge base. 
2. Decide early on the number of domain experts. If availability is a 
problem, it may be wise to choose two or more experts so that 
development is not held up; however, one expert is easier to work with 
than several, and overheads are lower. 
3. Ensure that the domain expert is fully aware of the time commitment 
that will be involved. It should be clearly established that a certain number 
of hours per week will need to be set aside, for a certain length of time; 
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usually, at least twelve months. 
4. The use of one or more pre-existing texts can speed up development 
time enormously. If the domain expert is the author, so much the better; 
in any case the text(s) used should be recommended by the domain expert. 
5. At the beginning of the project, allow sufficient time to understand, 
and preferably become proficient in, most of the terminology used. If this 
is not done, there will be delays (at best) or incorrect knowledge entered 
into the system (at worst). 
6. If time or resources are limited, use an expert system tool to aid 
developm~nt unless there are sound reasons for doing otherwise. Writing 
a system from scratch will mean that the development is a far larger 
undertaking. 
7. Use a methodology such as the one used in the current development 
to select an appropriate expert system tool. Rule out as many tools as 
possible before looking in detail at particular tools. 
8. Decisions should be made in advance about the relative importance of 
different system tool attributes to the current development. Avoid the 
temptation to use a tool merely because it is familiar, or has been used 
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-~- before. 
9. Do not underestimate the importance of the tool being able to interface 
with external programs. This ability can be most important in cases where 
the tool does not include some function or facility that is found to be 
necessary. Do not expect to find a tool that will meet all of your 
requirements. 
10. Be aware that in most cases the cost of the run-time licence will be 
more important than the cost of the development licence. 
II. Use prototyping. Do not attempt to cover the whole domain, but 
choose a representative subset on which to base early prototypes. Use 
these early prototypes to test all facets of the system. Solutions should be 
found to theoretical problems before the knowledge base is expanded 
further. 
12. Decisions should be made as to the importance of reasoning under 
uncertainty within the system. Systems which deal only with certain 
knowledge present far fewer difficulties during development. When 
dealing with uncertainty, decisions must be taken about the degree of 
precision which is appropriate; whether rules are wholly dependent, partly 
de..,ndent, or wholly independent (the middle case is the diffioult one); and 
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/',/ 
///_/. 
about upper cut-off points (above which some chojce·~~sidered certain) 
/// 
and lower cut-off po;nts (below whicn some choice is no longer 
// 
,/ 
considered). ' / 
// 
13. The devo;J<>Per should document problems and solu,ns as they arise. 
It is im rtant also /to keep records as to the state of Jlle knowledge base 
1
;when unexpected I roblems arise. 
I . 
14. A system of/testing and trialing should be planned in advance. Tests 
should be carried out independently of the developer, if possible, to ensure 
the integrity of the results. 
15. EXSYS is an expert system shell that has many features to recommend 
it in the development of diagnosis-type systems. Other shells may be 
better. 
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A.l Glossary 
Many or the defmhions in this glossary are taken from (Waterman, 1986), 
Backward chaining: an inference method where the expert system starts 
with one possible conclusion and tries to establish the facts needed to prove 
this conclusion. If this proves impossible, the system tries another possible 
conclusion, and so on. 
Domain expert: a person who is proficient at problem-solving in a 
particular domain, and who acts as the source of the expertise which is 
built in to the expert system. 
Explanatory facility: that part of an expert system that explains how 
r;onclusions were reached, and justifies the steps used to reach them. 
Forward chaining: an inference method where the IF-portion of rules are 
matched against known facts to establish new facts; the expert system 
works forward from existing knowledge towards possible conclusions. 
Frame: a method of knowledge representation that associates features with 
nodes representing concepts or objects. These features are described in 
terms of attributes (called slots) and their values. These nodes are 
organised in a hierarchical network. 
Fuzzy logic: an approach to reasoning in which the rules of inference are 
approximate, rather than exact, in order to better manipulate information 
that is incomplete, imprecise, or unreliahle. 
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Inference engine: that part of an expert system that contains the general 
problem-solving knowledge used to process the domain knowledge. 
Knowledge acquisition: the process of extracting, structuring, and 
organising knowledge from some source (so that, for example, it may be 
processed by a computer program). 
Knowledge base: the portion of an expert system that contains the domain 
knowledge. 
Knowledge engineer: the designer and builder of an expert system, often 
a computer scientist. 
Knowledge engineering: the process of building an expert system. 
Knowledge representation: the process of structuring knowledge so that 
it may be processed efficiently. 
Meta-level knowledge: the knowledge in an expert system about how the 
system is to operate or reason. More generally, knowledge about 
knowledge. 
Rule-based $ystem: an expert system where the knowledge is organised 
in the fonn of a set of rules, such as IF premise THEN conclusion. 
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A.2 Selected tool suppliers 
EXPERT 
EXSYS 
Expert Edge 
KES 
SAGE 
VP-Expert 
Computer Science Dept., 
Rutgers University, 
Busch Campus, 
New Brunswick, 
New Jersey 08903, 
U.S.A. 
California Intelligence, 
912 Powell Street 118, 
San Francisco, 
California 94108, 
U.S.A. 
Jeffrey Perrone & Associates, 
3685 17th Street, 
San Francisco, 
California 94114, 
U.S.A. 
Software Architecture and 
Engineering, 
1600 Wilson Boulevard, 
Suite 500, 
Arlington, 
Virginia 22209, 
U.S.A. 
Systems Designers Software Inc., 
444 Washington Street, 
Woburn, 
Massachusetts 01801, 
U.S.A. 
Paperback Software Inc., 
2830 Ninth Street, 
Berkeley, 
California 94710, 
U.S.A. 
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A.3 Goats and goat products in Australia 
F. OTHER LIVFSTOCK 
TABLED. DEER,COATS.HORSESANDOTHERLIVESTOCK 
AT31 MARCH19NT01911 
('000) 
AwtratU. /9&! 
1916 1917 JP!! NSW .. Q/J SA WA T~ NT ACT 
"'" 
11.1 21.2 33.4 7.1 1.4 5.9 ~· 2.4 6.2 Golt1(1)-
47$.6 
-
•••• $'19.0 327.2 63.4 43.1 47,7 17.9 19.2 
"' 
0.2 
...,. 
•••• 4.6 5.1 1.5 0.7 1.6 0.] 1.0 0.6 0.1 ""'~ n.a. 61.1 15.1 69.1 ~5 5.0 >I 4.7 0.7 0.4 T"" 366.0 $41.3 680.0 391.4 .... 49.6 50.1 9l.l 20.$ 01 0.4 Hone• (b)· 
""' 
99.1 90.2 11.6 ,., 20.1 1<4 6.0 6.7 22 09 0.1 
""'" 
2 .. 5 2l2.3 246.0 61.3 2D.6 110.9 ••• 17.1 2.8 11.6 0.4 T"  346.3 312.5 334.6 97.6 40.6 ll7.3 ll4 23.1 •• 144 O.l Ocher linttock(c) 15.9 17.2 11.4 0.4 0.2 O.l 0.6 01 
"' 
(a) Gollt for fibre lnd milk production an: n01availlble prior to 1987. (b) Comprim honet on u~b\ishmenu with •ariculturalttlt"tt)'. 
(c) Includes umcll, donkc)'t, m~o~\ct tnd domeuie~ted bu((t\oct. 
·-
TADLE31J. COAT NUMBERS, Fl.EECEA~D ~OLK I'RODL'CfiO~ (1) 
AT Jl MARCH USI 
r,,. u,.u AwlriJiuJ NSW l'ic Qld SA WA T~ m ACT 
Mohatr· 
""'' 
number 115,171 91,899 24,768 11.312 21.556 24,422 4,814 lO ToLII Coats number 311,906 161,334 38,67:1 30,959 ]4,521 36,904 9,315 , .. lO fleece production ,, 530,UI 263,225 :,7,761 45,551 71,674 65,168 15,694 70 C.slunert(b)· 
""'' 
number 195,4H 117,519 17,117 6,097 10,064 11.0:6 7,291 100 100 ToLIIOoa11 _.,, 251,219 151,699 23JU 10,516 11,619 49,940 9,861 120 Ill Accu production ,, 61,383 11,469 7,615 1.119 3,041 17,711 1,656 C.shaora-
""'' 
number 9,971 6,494 IJ92 ... 2l2 
"' 
II 20 TotiiGolts _... 11.791 7,175 1.4~ 1,615 461 1,0)7 
" " 
f1uce produc:&ion ,, 4,741 2,377 
"' 
7l2 150 ,,. 
" 
Milkill1· 
""" 
........ 4,927 IJ64 
"' 
1,153 210 911 lll II T""O... ....... ,,792 1,516 661 1,564 
'" 
911 .., 124 ..... ,...._ 
..... 1,144,106 216,619 122PIO 223,164 101,126 115,427 113,000 5,000 
"""'' 
""" 
....... 47,614 36,171 ISM 3,479 921 . .... <01 ,., I T""O... ....... .,.., 69,173 ..... 4,,4 2,114 . .... 104 
"' 
I 
Total Co:sc. 
..... ....... 44l.t04 UJ.SI7 .,~ .. 30,005 ,...., 67,MI ll,IOS 493 Ul Tolal Goall ...... .............. .... , 4,. •• ....,. t>,m ....., ... 
'" (I) Milk ror taanaa CCinRialpCicla. (b)T""- ...... iod .............. 
Tablee taken from (Australilln Bureau of Statis&tc.,. 1989) 
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A.4 Results from pilot veterinary survey 
A pilot survey consisting of twelve questions was sent out to 40 veterinary 
clinics located in Western Australia; of these, 20 were located in the Perth 
metropolitan area, and 20 in country areas. No claim is made here about 
any statistical significance attributable to such a small sample. 
Thirty-one of the forty surveys (77%) were completed and returned. 
Only those questions with relevance to the development of the expert 
system are reponed here. 
In answer to Q3, "Does the clinic use a computer ?", 9 replied YES, 22 
NO. 
Those replying NO to Q3 were asked "Is the clinic likely to purchase or 
hire a computer during the next eighteen months?", 4 replied YES, 15 NO, 
2 wrote in "Maybe", and I did not answer. 
Those replying YES to Q3 were asked "What type of computer(s) does the 
clinic use 1". The responses were IBM (or compatible) 7, Apple (or 
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Macintosh) 0, Commodore (or Amiga) I, Other I. 
Ten of the forty surveys were sent out with a final question which read "If 
such an expert system retailed for around $450, would you be ... " to which 
0 replied "Very Interested", I replied "Possibly Interested", and 7 replied 
"Not Interested". (Only 8 replies were received). Two of the respondents 
pointed out that the system should cost no more than a good book on the 
same topic. 
The remaining thirty of the forty surveys suggested a price of $45 (rather 
than $450). Of the 23 replies, 8 replied that they would be "Very 
Interested", 3 "Possibly Interested", and 12 "Not Interested". 
Other questions, of no direct relevance here, involved the number of 
veterinarians at the clinic; the frequency of consultations concerned with 
goats; the level of expertise with regard to goats; and the uses to which 
any existing computers were puL 
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A.S Extracts rrom the knowledge base 
100 
QUALIFIERS: 
This is the flrst of three screens listing clinical signs. Please list 
ALL signs that you have observed in the goat{s) in question. Clinical 
signs are 
Abonion 
Abscesses I Body swellings 
Anaemia 
Ataxia, incoordination and staggering 
Blindness 
Circling 
Coma 
Conjunctivitis 
Convulsions 
Coughing 
Death lingering 
Dyspnoea 
None or the above 
Used in rule(s): 114 182 184 253 
425 431 432 433 
436 437 438 439 
442 
392 420 
434 435 
440 441 
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2 This is the second of the three screens listing clinical signs. Please 
reply by listing all signs you have observed. The clinical signs are 
Excitability 
Facial Paralysis 
Failure to Cycle 
Head Pressing 
Hyperaesthesia 
lllthrift 
Lameness 
Low Temperature 
Milk Composition 
Milk Taint 
Na.;al discharge 
Nystagmus 
None of the above 
Used in rule(s): 112 Ill 184 348 363 443 
444 445 446 447 448 449 
450 45 I 452 453 454 
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3 This is the third .and final screen listing clinical signs. The signs 
that have been observed include 
Opisthotonus 
Paralysis 
Photosensitization 
Pyrexia 
Scouring in Adulls or Kids over 4 weeks 
Scouring in Kids under 4 weeks 
Short oestrus cycles, or failure to conceive 
Skin disease 
Stargazing 
Sudden Death 
Tremors 
Udder Swelling 
None of the above 
Used in rule(s): 83 110 Ill 
345 348 362 
456 457 458 
133 181 253 
369 409 455 
459 460 461 
462 463 464 465 466 
4 One or more deaths has occurred 
yes 
no 
Used in rulc(s): ( 409) 410 
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5 A post·monem has been carried out 
yes 
no 
Used in rulc(s): 119 120 121 154 260 292 
( 410) 415 
6 The goat(s) affected arc 
bucks 
docs 
Used in rulc{s): 33 113 114 242 243 244 
269 331 401 427 
7 The goats affected arc 
dairy goats 
fibre goats 
Used in rulc(s): 59 71 84 95 157 215 
216 364 370 419 42(; 427 
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8 Other goats in the herd show external abscesses or scar tissue 
yes 
no 
Used in rulc(s): 165 166 167 
9 There arc signs of wasting, chronic coughing and dyspnoea 
yes 
no 
Used in rule(s): 168 169 170 
10 There are signs of diarrhoea, illthrift, weight loss, and anaemia 
yes 
no 
Used in rulc(s): ( 411) 
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II Recent feed has included 
bmckcn or rock fern 
a high concentrate diet 
none of the above 
Used in rule(s): 178 217 
12 The age{s) of the goats or kids in question is/are 
I week or less 
I week --> 4 weeks 
I month --> 6 months 
Over 6 months 
Used in rule(s): 52 
159 
212 
238 
269 
306 
384 
53 
161 
213 
258 
277 
317 
396 
59 135 
185 194 
215 216 
259 260 
288 289 
325 331 
427 
138 152 
199 208 
222 224 
261 262 
290 304 
364 376 
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14 Tests or analyses so rar carried out include 
Urine analysis 
Faecal analysis 
Blood samples 
CSF analysis 
Rapid Mastitis test 
Somatic Cell count 
Milk 9\mples 
Bacterial culture 
Soil analysis 
None or the above 
Used in rulc(s): J 5 7 29 30 
37 78 79 84 91 92 
93 94 153 163 164 173 
174 179 ( 412) 413 421 422 
423 424 428 429 
15 Have any test or analyses been carried out so rar ? 
yes 
no 
Used in rule(..,;): 412 
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17 Blood samples indicate 
low glucose levels 
low transketalose levels 
low copper levels (below 500 ug/1) 
hypomagncsaemia and/or hypocalcaemia 
low cholinesterase activity 
low beLa-manno~id.'lsc I eve I~· 
high white cell count and neutrophilia 
presence of trypana.'\OiliC!'> 
none of the above (or unknown) 
Used in rulc(s): 77 84 137 188 259 
266 316 333 395 (413) 
18 There is an increased respiratory rate, perhaps with nasal discharge 
and abnormal lung sounds 
yes 
no 
Used in rulc(s): 350 
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31 Has any treauncnt been given so far ? 
yes 
no 
Used in rulc(s): 414 
32 Goats have been treated with 
Anlibiotics 
Vit.amin 812 
Copper supplement 
Selenium supplement 
l.cvamisole 
Bcnzimidal.olc(s) 
Tylosin 
Calcium disodium vcrscnatc 
Calcium borogluconatc 
Atropine 
Magnesium I Calcium salts 
Methylene blue 
Thiamine 
Anlisera 
Sodium Niuate 
Intravenous glucose 
Cough suppressant 
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Cobalt bullets 
Thyro,.in 
Dieuretics 
None of the above 
Used in rule(~): 
62 
13~ 
256 
305 
378 
I~ 15 
87 
175 
258 
329 
( 414) 
24 25 54 61 
107 127 128 132 
176 197 219 220 
263 26-1 279 280 
334 335 ~0 377 
33 The area where lhc goats arc kept coull! best be described as 
Coastal calcareous sands 
Tropical pastures 
Sandy and flood plain soils 
Acid soils in high rainfall areas 
~Red Gum Counuy* 
None of the abo\'C (or unknown) 
Used in rulc(s): 19 27 379 
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36 Treatment has been 
effective 
incffcclivc 
unknown 
Used in rulc(s): 
37 The s~in disease is 
pruritic 
non-pruritic 
6~ 
m 
!58 
329 
I-I 15 
87 
176 
::!63 
)J.l 
~· ~5 5-I 61 
107 127 128 13-1 
197 219 220 256 
~6< 279 280 305 
335 340 377 378 
Used in rulc(s): 199 209 228 229 230 232 
301 308 309 357 358 359 
375 388 389 390 403 .j().l 
405 -108 
Ill 
39 Post-mortem has indicated 
High blood lactate levels 
Decreased rumen pH 
Large amount of grain or scr.1ps in rumen 
An empty aboma.~um 
Utilisation of fat rescr\·es 
lncrca.'icd rumen pH 
High blood ammoma lew!, 
Heavy firm grey lungs 
Brain is lluores~o:ent under UV light 
A yellow tinge to the cerebral corll.!x 
Shrunken liwr \\'ith thick bile ducts 
Scar tissue replacement in the gut 
Rumen contents im:ludes hits of leaf with bitter almond smell 
Red frothy blood di!\l.:hargc from mouth and nose 
Very low pH in rumen and/or urine 
Enlarged thyroid 
Erosive stomatitis and abomasal wngcstion 
Abomastitis, cntcntis and !'iCpticacmia 
None of the abo\'C 
Used in rulc(s): 20 160 172 206 257 
278 292 347 371 
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41 There is straining on urination, frequenl urination, and/or staining of 
the coat below the vulva 
yes 
no 
Used in rulc(s': 56 
77 There is rumina! sta.~is and cun·;tipation, and intense jaundice 
)'CS 
no 
U~d in rul~(s): 295 
78 There is a history of recent access to 
poisonous lantana varieties 
azaleas, oleanders or yews 
sugar or manna gums 
Ole bark. fruit or leaves of avocado plants 
Ellangowan poison bush or boobialla 
pure stands of signal grass 
caltrops or yellow vine 
variegated thistle, mint weed, or capcwccd 
rapidly growing young sorghum or sudan grass type crops 
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soda bush, !.Our sob, rhubarb, spina~;h, dock or pigweed 
zamia palms 
other dangerous plant \'aricties 
None of the above 
Used in rulc(s): 83 98 99 100 101 146 
2~ 235 294 326 330 341 
407 ( 416) 
92 Thf" grnn has within the la!<>l hour been injected wilh procaine 
penicillin, procaine local anaesthetic, or clostridial vaccines 
yes 
no 
Used in rulc(s): 131 
93 There is a fine red ring at the ba!>C of the mill. container 
yes 
no 
U.scd in rulc(s): 35 
114 
94 There is evidence of a \'Uivo-vaginitis 
yes 
no 
Used in rulc(s): 1~9 151 
95 The coughing i.-. l'hronic and thl!rc is an abnormal pulse 
yes 
no 
Used in rulc(s): 162 
96 Type or anaemia indil'atcd is 
Blood loss 
Haemolytic 
Aplastic 
Hepatic Disea~ 
Protein Loss 
Aplastic with hyper gamma globulinacmia 
Other 
Unknown 
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Used in rulc(s): 30 
lOOSwcllings arc at ba.o;;c of waulc and conlain clear or thin yellow fluid 
yes 
no 
Used in rulc(s): 210 ( 417) 
101There arc scabs in lhc external car 
)'CS 
no 
Used in rulc(s): 21-t 
139The goats arc showing signs of 
loss of condition 
a rough coat 
loss of appetite 
diarrhoea 
itching and rubbing 
cold extrcmctics 
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depression 
none of the above 
Used in rulels): 
142Thc goats are 
Angoras 
Cashmeres 
Neither of the above 
6 8 9 II 22 27 
~9 MS 191 269 372 383 
411 
Used in rulc(s): -l.5 60 189 273 277 384 
188 ( 419) 
143Thcre is blindncs'i and cxaggcrJtcd leg mo-.·crncnts while walking 
yes 
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Used in rulc(s): 300 
117 
159The abscesses or swellings are mainly 
At Lhe site of a prc.,·ious injection 
On lhe head, neck, shoulders or backline 
Under lhc jaw 
In the cheek or jaw area 
Around the lips or checks 
At the base of Lhc wattles 
In the ventral n~o.'t.:k 
Either side of the trachea 
On lhe abdomen 
At the back or middle of the udder 
On lhe sides of the udder 
In the umbilical region 
Under the tail or around the vulva 
On lhc feet 
At the base of lhe horns or scurs 
None or the abo\'C 
Used in rule(s): 63 207 215 216 240 :!-H 
270 276 282 307 370 388 
389 390 391 396 417 ( 420) 
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I60Urine is positive for glucose 
yes 
no 
unknown 
Used in rulc(s): 179 
161Faccal ari<~lysis indicate~ unusually high thiaminase activity 
yes 
no 
unknown 
Used in rule(s): 174 
t62Blood samples indicate very low erythrocyte transkctalose activity 
yes 
no 
unknown 
Used in rulc(s): 173 
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163Soil analysis indicates cobalt levels are 
below 0.8 ppm 
above 0.8 ppm 
unknown 
Used in rulc(s): 26 ( 421) 
164Biood vitamin B 12 levels arc 
below 0.2 ug/mL 
above 0.2 ug/mL 
unknown 
Used in rulc(s): 23 ( 413) 
170Soil analysis indicates sulphur levels arc 
lcs.<; than 2 g/kg 
more than 2 g/kg 
unknown 
Used in rule(s): 16 ( 421) 
120 
171Post-morten has indicated liver copper levels 
below 50 ppm 
50-400 ppm 
above 400 ppm 
unknown 
Used in rule(s): 12 200 (415) 
1 72Th ere is some evidence of a masculinization and softening of lhc 
ligaments around the tail base 
yes 
no 
Used in rulc(s): 57 
173Kids may have been fed a poor quality milk replacer or skim milk po~o~odcr 
yes 
no 
Used in rulc(s): .212 .213 
1.21 
198The goats arc undernourished or ovcrfat, or carrying a large number of 
foetuses 
yes 
no 
Used in rulc(s): 75 76 80 
199Urine analysis indic:ak!s inc:rl!ascd levels of ketone bodies 
yes 
no 
unknown 
Used in rulc(s): 7K 79 
200The doc{s) arc showing signs of masculine behaviour and smell, and 
possibly early development of a beard 
yes 
00 
Used in rulc(s): 355 
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201The goat{s) have rccenlly lx'Cn milked for the ftrSI time 
yes 
no 
Used in rulc(s): 360 361 
239The Angoras arc wcii·OcccetJ but of smaJJ body size 
yes 
no 
Used in rulc(s): 45 
242Therc arc dogs or dingoes on or around lhe property 
yes 
no 
Used in rule(s): 252 
123 
243Feedcrs may have been contaminated with soil, or goats have been 
foraging on pine needles 
yes 
no 
Used in rulc(s): 302 
2-WThcre is a history of access to poorly fermented or alkaline silage, 
sewage, weathered hay or soil contaminated feed or water 
yes 
no 
Used in rule(s): 103 
245CSF analysis results 
show increased white cell count (usually 0-4 per cu mm) 
show increased protein levels (usually 0-39 mg/dl) 
show large numbers of erythrocytes 
show none of the above 
are unknown 
Used in rule(s): 104 343 ( 428) 
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246Urine analysis ccsulL'i 
show slCOng glucosuria 
show moderate ketonuria 
show ncilhcr of t.hc above 
ace unknown 
Used in rulc(s): 105 ( ~29) 
247Thcrc is a history of colibacillosis or joint infection 
yes 
no 
Used in rulc(s): 317 
125 
278Abonion(s) occurred 
in early gestation 
mid-tenn 
in late gestation 
at full term 
UscL. ;n rule(s): 406 430 
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Subjecc 
The diagnosis of the diseases of librc and dairy goats. 
Author: 
Tim S Roberts 
Starting tCll:t: 
Welcome to the GOATS expert system ! The knowledge ba-:c in this system 
is largely based on the work of DrS A Baxcndcll BVSc. PhD, MACVSc. 
Date: 06.12.89 
Version: 06F 
Rules: .t68 
Diseases: 221 
Status: PROTOTYPE 
When asked for the clinkaJ signs, respond wilh ONLY THOSE SYMPTOMS WHICH 
YOU ARE SURE ABOUT. 
When asked a question which requires a Yes or No answer, and you arc unsure, then choose 
NO. 
A normal consuhation will last a few minutes. 
Ending text: 
Diagnosis follows - the diseases arc listed in descending order of 
likelihood, i.e. the most probable disease is at the top. Diseases 
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with likl!lihood ractors or 2 or less arc possibl'! but unlikely. 
Please note that this diagnosis should he regarded AS A GUIDE ONLY. IL'i aim is to help 
the veterinarian, not replace him or her ! 
Diseases in the diagnosi!l. marked v. ith a * arc normally considered 
exotic to Austr.lla~ia. 
Uses all applicable rules in data deri\'ations. 
RULES: 
RULE NUMBER: I 
IF: 
Test~ Jr anal)'ses so rar carried out include NOT Faecal anal)'sis 
and Goats may haw been kept in on:rcro..~wdcd and/or hot wet conditions yes 
THEN: 
[1091 Hacmonchosis. Prohabilit)'=6110 
and [2251 Trichostrongylo!'lis • Pmbability=7/IO 
RULE NUMBER: 2 
IF: 
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GoatS have had ac~:ess to pa.'ture yes 
THEN: 
[109/ Haemon~:hosis • Probabilit)·=M/10 
and [225/ Trkhosuongylosis - Probability=H/10 
ELSE: 
(109/ Hacmon~:hosis • Probability=l/10 
and (225/ Trkhostrongylosis- Probability=l/10 
RULE NUMBER: 3 
IF: 
Tests or analyses so rar carril:d out indude FaccaJ analysis 
and Faecal egg counL~ arc significant ror None or the above 
THEN: 
(1091 Haemonchosis- Probabilily=0/10 
and [2251 Trichosuong)losis • Probabilily=0/10 
and [ SOJ Chronic Fascioliasis - Probabilily=0/10 
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RULE NUMBER: 5 
IF: 
Tcsu or analyses so far carried out include Faecal analysis 
and Faecal egg counts arc signill~.:ant for Haemonchus (>500 cpg) 
THEN: 
(1091 Hacmonchosis • Probability=9/IO 
and I 981 Ga~tro-lntcstinal Para-~itism • Probability=9/IO 
RULE NUMBER: 6 
IF: 
Faecal analysis rcsuhs arc unkno1.1.n 
and The goat'i arc showing signs of loss of condition or a rough coat 
THEN: 
( 98] Gastro-Intestinal Par.tsitism • Probability=7/10 
RULE NUMBER: 7 
IF: 
Tests or analyses so far carried out include Faecal analysis 
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and Faecal egg counts arc significant for Trichostrongylus (>500 epg) 
THEN: 
[2251 Trichostrongylosis· Probability=WIO 
and [ 981 Ga.;tro.Jmcstinal Parasitism • Probaliility=9110 
RULE NUMBER: H 
IF: 
The goaLs arc showing signs or loss or comlition 
and The goats arc ~howing signs or a rough coat 
THEN: 
1 88[ Fascioliasis • Probability=!i/10 
RULE NUMBER: 9 
IF: 
The goats arc showing signs or itching and rubbing 
THEN: 
I 871 E,;tcrnal Parasites • Probability=S/10 
13I 
·~~-~~······~~···~················~---·· 
RULE NUMBER: JJ 
IF: 
The goat(s) arfccll!d arc bucks 
THEN: 
I 7] Acute ~-fctritis • Probability=OIIO 
and I HI After atutc illnc~s and fever in the doe· Probability=Oito 
and I 251 Blood in the milk from a lca~ing capillary· Probability=OIIO 
and I 671 Cystic 0\'arics • Probabilit)'=0110 
and I 681 Cystitis • Probability=3110 
and I 761 Dystoda • Probability=OIIO 
and ( 95) Frcemartins • Prob'Jbility=OIIO 
and ( 97] Gangrenous Mastitis· Probability=OIIO 
and {117) Hydromctria • Probability=OIIO 
and [146] Maiden Milkers- Probahility=OIIO 
and [184) Pregnancy Toxaemia· Probability=OIIO 
and [167) Nutritional Strcs.~ • Probability::OIIO 
and [215) Stress I Dog Worry· Probability=OIIO 
and (235) Vulval Melanoma 1 Squamous Cell Carcinomas· Probability=OIIO 
and [147) Mastitis· Probability=OIIO 
and (165] Normal Pregnancy from unrecorded service· Probability::OIIO 
and [ 186] Po.~taglandin Induced Short Cycles· Probability=0/10 
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and (178] Physiological Short Cycles- Probability=0/10 
and [218) Subclinical Uterine Infection- Probability=0/10 
and (228) Udder Oedema. Probabilily=0/10 
anJ (153] Milk Fever- Probability=0/10 
and (197] Retention of kids at kidding- Probability=0/10 
and (20!-IJ Sheep x Goat Mating - Probability.::0/10 
and ( 44] Chlamydia! Abortion - Probability=0/10 
arxl (1931 Q Fc\'cr Abortion- Probability=0/10 
and (107] Habitual Abonion of Angoras - Probability=0/10 
and (238] Witch's Milk- Probability=0/10 
RULE NUMBER: 53 
IF: 
The agc(s) of lhe goalS or kids in question is/arc Over 6 months 
and There are signs of kidding - large abdomen, relaxed ligaments at base 
of tai~ a large swollen vulva and milk in the udder yes 
and There is a yellow vaginal discharge yes 
THEN: 
[ 761 Dystocia - Probability=8/IO 
RULE NUMBER: 65 
IF: 
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There is a history of owner intervention at previous kidding or 
clinical metritis no 
and Lochia was abnormal or persisted for an abnormally long period yes 
THEN: 
!218] Subclinical Uterine Infection- Probability=5/10 
RULE NUMBER: 66 
IF: 
There is a history of owner intervention at previous kidding or 
clinical metritis yes 
and Lochia was abnormal or persisted for an abnormally long period no 
THEN: 
[218] Subclinical Uterine Infection. Probability=5/10 
RULE NUMBER: 67 
IF: 
There is a history of owner intervention at previous kidding or 
clinical metritis yes 
and Lochia was abnormal or pcrsisLcd for an abnormally long period yes 
THEN: 
[218) Subclinical Uterine Infection- Probability=7/to 
RULE NUMBER: 87 
IF: 
Goats ha\'C been treated with Calcium borogluconatc 
ancl Treatment has been effective 
THEN: 
ll53j Milk. Fever- Prubability=9/10 
RULE NUMBER: 88 
IF: 
The goats are high milk-producers, close to kidding yes 
THEN: 
[1531 Milk Fever- Probability=5/IO 
RULE NUMBER: 107 
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IF: 
Goats have been ucatcd with Antibiotics 
and Treatment ha..~ been effective 
THEN: 
(17) Bacterial Pneumonia- Probability=9/ID 
and (40] Caseous lymphadenitis (C.L.A.) Lung Abscess- Probability=l/10 
and [ 41( Caseous Lymphadenitis Internal Abscesses - Probability= l/10 
and [141) Listeriosis- Probabilit)=8/10 
and (175) Pa~tcurcllosi.~- Probability=6/IO 
RULE NUMBeR: Ill 
IF: 
This is the third and Hnal screen listing clinical signs. The signs 
that have been obscn·cd include Skin disease 
THEN: 
display(goaiS.ski) 
and • dummy disease • - Probability=l/10 
RULE NUMBER: 112 
IF: 
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This is the second of the three screens listing clinical signs. Please 
reply by listing all signs you have observed. The clinical signs arc 
Milk Taint 
THEN: 
display(goats.mil) 
and • dummy disease • • Probability=l/10 
RULE NUMBER: 117 
IF: 
There is a possibility that lhc goats have had access to poisonous 
grasses or ~hrub~ !vlorc information, plca~c ! 
THEN: 
DISPLA Y(goaL~.pla) 
and CLEAR(Q 28) 
and CLEAR(R 117) 
ELSE: 
The plant information is known yes 
RULE NUMBER: IIR 
IF: 
Post-mortem ha'\ found presence of larvae and evidence of pressure 
auophy of the brain 
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THEN: 
I 2) Aberrant migration of Oestrus Ovis • Probability=9/10 
ELSE: 
2/ Aberrant migration of Oestrus Ovis - Probability=l/10 
----------------------------------------
RULE NUMBER: 121 
IF: 
A post-mortem has been c:arricd out yes 
and There is a dark ocdamatous bowel with a distinct demarcation line wilh 
the normal gut yes 
THEN: 
I 3) Abomasal-lntc~Linal Torsion- Probability=8/10 
RULE NUMBER: 138 
IF: 
The agc(s) of the goal'i or kids in question is/are I week or less 
and The goats arc Anglo Nubians 
and The goalS ha\'C been unable to stand from birth yes 
THEN: 
I 19) Bcla-Mannosidosis- Probability=S/10 
------...•.. --.. -.. ---· . ------------... -
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RULE NUMBER: 153 
IF: 
Tests or analyses so far carried out indudc CSF analysis 
and Protein \'alue > 40 mgldl and/or white cell count > 5 per cu mm yes 
THEN: 
I 33) Caprinc Retrovirus (CAE)- Em:cphalitic • Probability=I0/10 
RULE NUMBER: 154 
IF: 
A post-mortem has been carried out yes 
and Post-moncm has found brownish areas on cross-section of lhc brain or 
spinal ~ord 
THEN: 
[ 33) Caprinc Retrovirus (CAE). Encephalitic· Probability=l0/10 
RULE NUMBER: 163 
IF: 
Tests or analyses so far carried out include Bacterial culture 
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and Corynebactgerium pseudotuberculosis has been identified no 
THEN: 
I 391 Caseous Lymphadenitis (C.L.A.) - Probability=l/10 
----------------------------------------
RULE NUMBER: 164 
IF: 
Tests or analyses so far carried out include Bacterial culture 
and Coryncbactgerium pscudotub..:rculosis has been identified yes 
THEN: 
I 391 Caseous Lymphadenitis (C.L.A.)- Probability=I0/10 
RULE NUMBER: 165 
IF: 
Lymph nodes are swollen with absces.o;es three centimetres or more in 
diameter y cs 
and Other goat-; in the herd show cxtcrnaJ abscesses or scar tissue no 
THEN: 
{ 391 Caseous Lymphadenitis (C.L.A.) - Probability=6/IO 
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RULE NUMBER: 166 
IF: 
Lymph nodes arc swollen with abscesses three ccmimcltcs or more in 
diameter yes 
and Other goal'i in the herd show external abscesses or scar tissue yes 
THEN: 
I 391 Caseous Lymphadenitis fC.L.A.) - Probability=9/IV 
RULE NUMBER: 167 
IF: 
Lymph nodes arc swollen wilh abscesses three centimetres or more in 
diameter no 
and Other goalS in lhc herd show external abscesses or scar tissue yes 
THEN: 
( 39) Caseous Lymphadenitis (C.L.A.) - Probability=0/10 
and (40) Caseous Lymphadenitis (C.L.A.) Lung Abscess· Probability=R/10 
and (41) Caseous Lymphadenitis Internal Abscesses- Probability=S/10 
--·-----· --..... ----------.. -----.•... --
RULE NUMBER: 1611 
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IF: 
There arc signs of wa'>ting, chronic coughing and dyspnoea yes 
and The goalS arc aduh dairy bucks )'CS 
THEN: 
[ 40[ Caseous Lymphadcniti..; (C.L.A.) Lung Abscess - Probability=9/10 
and [ 411 Caseous Lymphadenitis Internal Abscesses· Probability=9/10 
RULE NUMBER: 333 
IF: 
Blood samples indicalC low cholinestcra...e activity 
THEN: 
[168) Organophosph:u.c Poisoning· Probability=9/IO 
RULE NUMBER: JJ.I 
IF: 
Goat.s have been Lrcatcd with Atropiuc 
and Trcmmcnt has been incffccti\'C 
I42 
THEN: 
[168] Organophosphate Poisoning - Probability=l/10 
-------------.. -------------·----------
RULE NUMBER: 335 
IF: 
Goat'i have been treated with ALropinc 
and Treatment has been effective 
THEN: 
(168] Organophosphate Poisoning - Probability=9/10 
----------------···--------············· 
RULE NUMBER: 336 
IF: 
There is salivation, dyspnoea. muscle stiffness, ataXia and contraction 
of the pupils yes 
THEN: 
(168j Organophosphate Poisoning- Probability=9/10 
ELSE: 
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[168) Organophosphate Poisoning • Probability=l/10 
RULE NUMBER: 337 
IF: 
There is a history of very rccem contact with organophosphaws eg 
drenching or dipping etc yes 
THEN: 
{168) Organophosphate Poisoning- Probability=7!10 
ELSE: 
{1681 Organophosphate Poisoning. Probability::0/10 
RULE NUMBER: 338 
IF: 
Head is tilted and there is circling in one direction, nystagmus the 
other way yes 
THEN: 
(169] Otitis Media /lntema- Probability=S/10 
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I 
RULE NUMBER: 359 
IF: 
The skin disease is pruritic 
and The skin disease is on the head, cars, or base of tail and backlinc yes 
THEN: 
(1911 Psoroptic Mange· Probability=S/10 
RULE NUMBER: 360 
IF: 
There arc tiny pustules on the udder, under tail and on inner thigh yes 
and The goat(s) have recently been milked for the first time no 
THEN: 
{1921 Pustular Dermatitis- Probability=S/10 
RULE NUMBER: 361 
IF: 
There are tiny pustules on the udder, under tail and on inner thigh yes 
and The goat(s) have recently been milked for the first time yes 
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THEN: 
[192} Pustular Dermatitis· Probability=7/IO 
RULE NUMBER: 375 
IF: 
The skin disease is pruritic 
and The skin disease is on the head, cars, or base of tail and backlinc yes 
and There is cxtrcm~: pruritis with skin thickening and alopc~:1a, and 
peripheral lymph nodes arc increased in size yes 
THEN: 
(205} Sarcoptic Mange· Probability=7/IO 
RULE NUMBER: 376 
IF: 
The agc{s) of lhc goats or kids in question is/are Over 6 months 
and When rubbed on abdomen or nank, goat draws back its lips and .<~hows its 
Leeth yes 
1~6 
THEN: 
[2061 Scrapie • - Probability=3/IO 
RULE NUMBER: 377 
IF: 
Goats have been treated with Selenium supplement 
and Trcatmcm has been ineffective 
THEN: 
[207] Selenium Deficiency. Probability:::l/10 
RULE NUMBER: 409 
IF: 
This is Lhc lhird and final screen listing clinical signs. The signs 
lhat have been observed include Sudden Death 
THEN: 
One or more deaths has occurred yes 
RULE NUMBER: 410 
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IF: 
One or more deaths has occurred no 
THEN: 
A post-mortem has been carried out no 
RULE NUMBER: 4ll 
IF: 
The goats are showing signs of NOT diarrhoea 
THEN: 
There is or was yellow, green pasty diarrhoea, rapidly becoming watery, 
low volume, with mucous, shreds of bowel mucosa and/or blood no 
and There was severe gastro-enteritis with a blue-green diarrho~ no 
and There is profuse watery-yellow to creamy-white diarrhoea no 
and There arc signs of diarrhoea, ilhhrift, weight loss, and anaemia no 
and Diarrhoea is foul-smelling and kids arc pot-bellied no 
and There is diarrhoea which is dark and foctid no 
RULE NUMBER: 4I3 
IF: 
I48 
Tests or analyses so far carried out include NOT Blood samples 
THEN: 
AGIO {or ELISA) test in herd is unknown 
and Blood vitamin B 12 levels arc unk •v•.vn 
and Blood samples indicate none of the above (or unknown) 
and Gel Diffusion Precipitin Test (GDPT) result is unknown 
and Blood lead levet" arc unknown 
and C.F. test results are unknown 
RULE NUMBER: 414 
IF: 
Has any treatment tx:en given so far? no 
THEN: 
Goats have been treated with None of the above 
RULE NUMBER: 416 
IF: 
The plant information is known yes 
and There is a possibility that the goats have had access to poisonous 
grasses or shrubs no 
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THEN: 
There is a history of recent access to None of the above 
RULE NUMBER: 417 
IF: 
The abscesses or swellings arc mainly NOT At the ba!.C of the wattles 
THEN: 
Swellings arc at base of waulc and contain clear or thin yellow fluid 
no 
RULE NUMBER: 41B 
IF: 
Volume of milk is markedly reduced no 
THEN: 
There has been a severe reduction in milk volume, and lhe milk is very 
thick no 
and Milk is very watery and very reduced in volume no 
RULE NUMBER: 421 
ISO 
IF: 
Tests or analyses so far carried out include NOT Soil analysis 
THEN: 
Soil analysis indicates cobalt levels arc unknown 
and Soil analysis indicates copper lcvds arc unknown 
and Soil analysis indicates molybdenum levels arc unknown 
and Soil analysis indicates sulphur levels arc unknown 
RULE NUMBER: •23 
IF: 
Tests or analyses so far carried out include NOT Bacterial cuhurc 
THEN: 
The antigenic pillus K99 (or KHM + 987 antigen) is unknown 
RULE NUMBER: 42• 
IF: 
Tests or analyst--s so far carried out include NOT Milk samples 
lSI 
THEN: 
Milk sample shows bactenal growth unknown 
·····----------··············------····· 
RULE NUMBER: 4~5 
IF: 
This is the first of three screens listing clinical signs. Please list 
ALL signs that you have obscr.,.cd in the goat(s) in qucs.tion. Clinical 
signs arc Anaemia 
THEN: 
The goal'i ar~ showing signs of anaemia (eg pale mucous membranes and a 
rapid pulse) yes 
---·-·· . ·-------· ... ·-. --... ---------... 
RULE NUMBER: 427 
IF: 
The goal(s) affc.clCd are bucks 
and The goats affected arc dairy goats 
and The agc(s) of the goats or kids in question is/are Over 6 months 
THEN: 
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The goats arc adult dairy bucks yes 
ELSE: 
The goats arc adult dair)' bucks no 
RULE NUMBER: 418 
IF: 
Tests or analyses so far carried out include NOT CSF analysis 
THEN: 
CSF analysis rcsulb are unknown 
RULE NUMBER: 419 
IF: 
Tests or analyses so far carried out inch.1dc NOT Urine analysis 
THEN: 
Urine analysis rcsult'i arc unknown 
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RULE NUMBER: 430 
IF: 
Abonion(s) occurred in early gestation or mid-term 
THEN: 
Abortions occurred in very lalC gestation with retained focLal 
membrane.~ no 
and Abortion occurred within 2 months of gestation yes 
-------------······ ····-················ 
RULE NUMBER: 431 
IF: 
This is the first of three screens listing clinical s1gns. Please list 
ALL signs that you ha,·c observed in the goat(s) in question. Clinical 
signs are Abonion 
THEN: 
]SOl] IS GIVEN THE VALUE "SOI:215:167;008;222;Q.I.I:I93;141:030;107;129;2 
08;239" 
ELSE: 
]SOl] IS GIVEN THE VALUE "SOO" 
REFERENCE: 
154 
ppl.2 
-----------------· . ---------------------
RULE NUMBER: 432 
IF: 
This is the first of three screens li$ting clinical signs. Please list 
ALL signs lhat you have ob)>crvcd in the goat(sJ in question. Clini~;al 
signs are Ab~csses I Body swellings 
THEN: 
(S02J IS GIVEN THE VALUE "S02:039:233;125:121;109;J29;078:105:20.2;069;0 
72;220; 145; 108; 1 I 3; I 85;036;229; 149: 199;103;236" 
ELSE: 
(S02] IS GIVEN THE VALUE "SOO" 
REFERENCE: 
pp3-7 
---· ----· ------·---. ---.•... --· ........ . 
RULE NUMBER: 433 
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IF: 
This is the first of three screens listing clinical signs. Please list 
ALL signs that you have observed in the goat(s) in question. Clinical 
signs are Anaemia 
THEN: 
[SOli IS GIVEN THE VALUE "S03:109;225;055;053:063;088;082;087;036:l23;1 
87:().18: 157;0 16" 
ELSE: 
[S03JIS GIVEN THE VALUE "SOO" 
REFERENCE: 
pp7,8 
RULE NUMBER: 434 
IF; 
This is the flfst of three screens listing clinical signs. Please list 
ALL signs that you ha,.c observed in lhc goat(s) in question. Clinical 
signs are Ataxia, incoordination and staggering 
THEN: 
[SQ.I[IS GIVEN THE VALUE "SQ.I:Q.I3;063;153;033;142;138;116;240:002;213;2 
04;23 1;042;168;170;119;056;172:194;206;111;016" 
ELSE: 
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[S04J IS GIVEN THE VALUE "SOO" 
REFERENCE: 
pp9-14 
RULE NUMBER: 435 
IF: 
This is the lirst of three screens listing clinical signs. Please list 
ALL signs lhat you have observed in Lhc goat(s) in question. Clinical 
signs arc Blindness 
THEN: 
[S05) IS GIVEN THE VALUE "S05:043;184:033;138;042;204;002;213;056;172" 
ELSE: 
[S05) IS GIVEN THE VALUE "SOO" 
REFERENCE: 
ppl4-17 
RULE NUMBER: 464 
IF: 
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This is the third and final screen listing clinical signs. The signs 
that have been obscn·ed include Sudden Death 
THE:<: 
(534( IS GIVEN THE VALUE "S34:I09;079;055;I57;057;2I2;I49;097;022;02I;O 
06;066; I64;01 2;0I 3; I 73; I 74;024;046;003; I 35;064" 
and (S34A( IS GIVEN THE VALUE "S10aOI4;203;III;OI6" 
ELSE: 
(S34( IS GIVEN THE VALUE "SOO" 
and (S34A( IS GIVEN THE VALUE "SOO" 
RULE NUMBER: 465 
IF: 
This is the third and final screen listing clinical signs. The signs 
that have been observed include Tremors 
THEN; 
(S35( IS GIVEN THE VALUE "S35:043;033;063;0I9;I I9;I64;I I6;I70;23I" 
ELSE: 
(S35( IS GIVEN THE VALUE "SOO" 
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